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PEEFAOE.

The origin of this work was wholly in the author's personal

need of a class book more complete than any of the Primers or

Catechisms heretofore published, and less expensive, less volumi-

nous, and more practical for promiscuous classes than the exten-

sive works of such writers as Weber.

In the matter of musical knowledge, this book claims to impart

nothing new,—to say nothing which has not been said before by
some one, at some time ; that, at the present day, would indeed,

be a diflScult matter. Neither is this work intended to take the

place of a " Piano Instruction Book," nor to supply the place of

a teacher. No book can do that. The author has simply gathered

together and arranged, in systematic form, those first principles of

the Theory and Technique of music which are absolutely necessary

to the intelligent progress of a pupil through his first few years of

study, and endeavored to set this knowledge before him in a

manner which, by its simplicity, will attract and, perhaps, lead

him on to an interest in the deeper study of Harmony, and, event-

ually, to a thorough Musical Education.

The greater portion of the work has been used in manuscript

by the author for ten years ; but, from constant additions, it has

become so troublesome for classes to copy, and the demand for it

has grown so great among those of the writer's pupils who are

teaching, as to make its publication a necessity.

Teachers who use this work in schools must have blackboards

with staffs upon them, and they should hold their recitations either

weekly or semi-weekly. Teachers of village classes can usually

obtain the use of some school room, or can have a blackboard in

their lesson room, and meet their classes weekly. Yery small

classes can meet in any room, with music paper or music slates,

upon which to write the exercises. Classes of very young children

may commence at chapter second, and omit, until they are older,

the chapters on the Metronome and Movements, and small por-

tions of other chapters, according to the judgment of the teacher.

C. S. P. c.



INTRODUCTION,

TO PAEEE'TS.

First, Selection and Care of I*iano, It is

folly, in this age, to say that any one firm manufactures

pianos superior in every respect to all others. While,

therefore, we cannot advise what instrument to buy, we
can, perhaps, make some useful suggestions. The piano

for a child or young girl should have a light, elastic

touch ; many hands have been injured for life, by' using,

when young, an instrument which required too much
strength ; and even if no injury is sustained, the touch

can never be elegant, while it requires all the strength

which the pupil possesses to put down each key and hold

it firmly until the next is struck. A young man may
use a piano requiring more strength, but it is better even

for him to take a light touch first, and a heavier one after

a year or two. The tone of the instrument should be

pure and singing, that the ear be cultivated as well as

the hands. Keep it always in perfect tune by placing it

in the hands of a skillful tuner, and directing him to

tune it when necessary. Good instruments are often

injured by tuners of little knowledge and less experience.

Keep it free from dust and dampness, and shut it at night.

Keep it in a moderate temperature, exposing it neither to

freezing cold nor to eighty degrees of heat.

The JPiano Stool should be cane bottomed or

cushioned hard, without springs, and large enough to be
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comfortable. Its height should be such that, when the

pupil is seated, the elbows will be about an inch above the

level of the keyboard.

Secondly, Selection of Teacher, It is not

enough that the teacher has great execution, vast knowl-

edge, and a wide reputation as a player ; he must hnow

lioio to teach. This ability to impart knowledge must

first be natural, and then cultivated by experience. To
judge of a teacher's execution and knowledge, talk with

him and hear him play; to judge of his ability to teach,

talk with his pupils and hear them play. Not one only,

because that one might be so dull mentally, and so des-

titute of musical ability, that no one could make him a

musician ; or, he might have such rare talent, that he

could learn with very little teaching ; but judge by the

majority of his class. Hear them play and attend the

examinations of their musical recitations ; if you find

that, as a class, they have a thorough knowledge of the

rudiments of music—its theory and its technique—and

many, in addition to this, have fine execution, then you

can safely trust that teacher. A thoroughly educated,

conscientious teacher, will impart to the pupil, in one year,

more knowledge than a teacher who is ignorant or care-

less, in three. You can then afford to pay this teacher

three times as much, because the pupil is fitted to play

or to teach in one-third of the time.

Thirdly, JParents^ Care and Encourage-
ment. In the musical education of their children,

more is dependent upon parents than they imagine. It

is not enough that they purchase an expensive piano and

pay the large bills of some popular Professor ; in nearly

every instance where the parents' labor ends here, what
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do we see ? At the end of four or five years, in return

for their money, the pupil will play reluctantly a waltz, and

polka or two, and these so indifferently as to show a total

want of any real knowledge of the theory or technique of

music. When children are attending school, the mother

does not trust them to go early or late as they choose or

stay at home entirely, when it is their whim to do so

;

she sees that they go, and, at the time appointed ; and, if

they have lessons to learn at home, she sees that they

study them. She should also exercise the same watchful

control over the practice which they are to do at home.

The five finger exercises and scales, upon which they are

obliged to spend so much time, are quite as dull and

uninteresting to them as their grammar; few children

will study the latter, with any steadiness, without a little

parental authority and encouragement; how then can

they be expected, at the same age, to study music with

the perseverance and judgment which belong only to

mature years ?

The conscientious and ambitious teacher has an aim
in his labor beyond mere pecuniary profit ; he desires rep-

utation for himself and, necessarily, the advancement of

his pupils. He is as much elated, wken he has suc-

ceeded in making a scholar play elegantly, as the artist,

when he has completed a fine picture ; therefore, while

a teacher may not need the interest of the parents as a

stimulant, it certainly is but just that he should have

their cooperation and encouragement.
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TO THE STUDEE"T.

When a man takes tip the study of a profession by

which he expects to earn his bread, and perhaps acquire

fame, he devotes as many hours of the day and evening

to that study as his health will permit. Music requires

no less study than law, medicine, or theology. But there

is this difference between the study of any other profes-

sion and that of music ; the young man who selects, for

example, law as a 23rofession, may, indeed must, spend his

first years in primary schools and colleges, studying lan-

guages and science, and commencing law study, perhaps,

when he is nineteen or twenty years old. The young
man who selects music for his profession, must com-

mence between eight and eleven years of age to practice

two or three hours per day, and continue this steadily

until he is fourteen. The reason of this is, that the mus-
cles of the hand and arm must be developed during their

growth, and acquire the necessary strength and flexibility,

to endure the laborious practice which must come after

that age. At about fourteen, this serious study and

practice may commence. A young man then, with the

assistance of sufficient out door exercise, can easily

endure six or seven hours' study and practice; very few

young ladies are able to average over four. There are

two reasons for this. First, their hands are generally so

small that the strain upon them in many passages is too

great to be endured for any length of time. Secondly,

young ladies take so little out door exercise, that their

joints and muscles are all weaker. The young lady,
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therefore, who studies music as a profession, with any

expectation of competing successfully with the stronger

sex, must neglect no physical training which will give

her strength and endurance.

The effects of dissipation upon either sex, whether of

late hours simply, or of smoking or drinking, if they do

not manifest themselves at once in a heavy head which

cannot study, will eventually ruin the musician, and him,

sooner than any other person. We say sooner, because

the first evil effects of dissipation are upon the nervous

system, and a great player must have unerring nerve, a

clear head and muscles like iron. The lawyer may go to

his work with unsteady hands, if his brain is clear, but

the musician^s hand must never tremble.

We quote here, for the instruction of those who know
nothing of the mental and physical exertion of the musi-

cian and think it a mere matter of pleasant amusement
to play the piano, the following, entitled "Musical

Curiosities":

" Of all the discoveries for which we are indebted to German
professors, one just published by Herr Schmidt may claim to rank

among the most singular. Hearing Herr Rubenstein play at

a concert, he took it into his head to count the notes which

that famous pianist had played by heart, and found them to

amount to 62,990, fully justifying, therefore, an assertion previ-

ously made by the physiologist Haring, that the pianist's calling

lays about the heaviest tax of any upon the memory. Herr

Schmidt was, however, not satisfied with this enumeration.

Applying Austrian neukreutzers as a dynamometer, he tested the

pressure necessary to strike a key on Herr Rubenstein's piano, and

found it to be equivalent to 24 neukreutzers, which is 2-15 ounces.

The force exerted by the pianist in playing the 62,990 note piece,

he therefore calculated to anaount to nearly 94^ cwt. Herr Schmidt
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then intruded into Herr von Billow's room and tried his piano

which, has a harder touch, "but which, no doubt, Herr Rubenstein

could have played on perfectly well. Here the pressure would
have amounted to 118 1-10 cwt."

The young lady student need, however, feel no dis-

couragement on reading this, for there are many female

j)ianists who have done work requiring quite as much
physical strength as that done by Herr Rubenstein, and

have performed it quite as elegantly, among whom we
may mention Madame Clara Schumann, Madame Ara-

bella Goddard, and Mademoiselle Anna Mehlig.

It is evident, from what has been said, that music, as

a profession, cannot be studied as one studies a simple

accomplishment—an aside—like ball playing, rowing,

netting, or embroidery. It is a study requiring as much
perseverance and as good a quality of brain to acquire,

as much common sense and a character as well balanced

to practice successfully, as any other profession. Thor-

oughly studied and worthily practiced, music must rank

with the noblest callings of mankind.

Learning music as a simple accomplishment—that is

—for dancing in the parlor, to accompany the voice at

home in simple songs, and to play ordinary solos, is quite

a different matter from studying it with reference to

making either teaching or playing a profession. Hummel
says, " three hours' attentive and faithful practice each

day, will, in the space of three or four years, enable the

student to obtain a fair degree of excellence." How
amazed would he be to see those occupying the teacher^

s

chair who had never taken one loJiole year of lessons

from any competent teacher! It is a deplorable fact,
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that there are hundreds of persons teaching not only

private classes, but holding positions of influence in

schools, who actually do not know the proper fingering

of the major and minor scales, and have no more com-
prehension of a symphony than of the music of the

spheres.

POSITIO]^ AT THE PIANO.

Sit erect ; neither so near as to bend the body back-

ward from the waist to get it out of the way, nor so

far back as to bend forward nearly double to reach the

keyboard. It is a mistake, to suppose that sitting at the

piano necessarily makes the student round shouldered or

deformed. There is almost no other labor or study

which admits of such a continually perfect posture as

piano playing ; and it is only those, who from weakness

or indolence, would sit improperly anywhere, who are

injured by sitting at the piano ; and these persons would
be equally injured sitting at any other employment.

Avoid all contortions of the muscles of the face or

twisting of the mouth or jaws. There are some players

whose faces, owing to such habits, are so painful to look

upon that one must sit behind them, to receive any pleas-

ure from their playing.

Let the arms hang naturally at the side, neither stick-

ing the elbows out unnecessarily, nor holding them nearer

the body than is natural. The wrist should be free from

stiffness, neither raised nor depressed, but held quietly a

little higher than the middle joint of the second finger.

The hands should be flat on the top, never raising or

depressing the knuckles.
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The fingers should be ciiryed from the knuckles so as

to strike the keys Avith the extreme ends, but be careful

not to make the curye so great that the nails may be

heard upon the keys, or the ease of movement impeded.

The position of the fingers upon the keys should be

such that the outside of the thumb will lie upon the

keys about half way to the first joint ; take care never to

let it hang off the keyboard. The first finger should

strike the white keys about two-thirds of the distance

from the end to the black keys ; the second finger, a lit-

tle nearer the black keys ; the third about half the dis-

tance from the end to the black keys; and the little

finger about as far on the keys as the thumb.

The nails should be cut so short as not to come beyond

the finger, and handsomely rounded according to the

outline of the finger.

The feet should be placed with the heels upon the

floor, and the toe of one foot upon each pedal, ready for

use ; the feet should neyer be crossed at the piano.

EULES FOE PEACTICE.

When the hour for practice arrives, go at once to the

piano and commence upon the lesson the teacher has

giyen you. By stopping awhile to dread it and loitering

by the way, fifteen minutes are easily lost ; then, if, when

seated, you play some old air, whistle or sing some other,

or try to pick out by ear something you haye heard,

playing, perhaps, carelessly once through your lesson,

you had better stay entirely away from the piano, for,

by such a course, your own time is wasted as well as

your parents' money, and you become a disgrace to your

teacher and yourself.
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If you have a certain number of hours given you for

practice, and do not know how best to divide the time

between finger exercises, scales, tunes, &c., ask your

teacher for a programme of practice.

A certain amount of time must be set apart for scale

i:)ractice ; if your teacher does not give it to you, take it

yourself. Hummel, when asked how he obtained such

immense execution, answered, ^'I owe it first to the

scales, secondly to the scales, and thirdly again to the

scales." Important as these are, they may be practiced,

not only without profit, but with serious injury. As this

work is, in no way, intended to be a Piano-Forte Instruc-

tion Book, or to take the place of a teacher, we can only

recommend you not to practice the scales or indeed any-

thing else, until you are first taught how to do so cor-

rectly. We would, also, recommend to both teachers

and pupils the careful study of accented^ scales, as given

in " Method for the Piano-Forte," by AVm. Mason and E.

S. Hoadley. This system has long been taught by pri-

vate teachers, particularly by those who have been

educated in the conservatories of Europe, but it has not

been published in America until by Messrs. Mason &
Hoadley. It is the only system which can give a clear,

rapid execution of the scales, with perfect equality of

touch and tone.

[In addition to the above work, note rules laid down in '^Tech-

nical Studies for the Piano-Forte" by Louis Plaidy, sections o

and 7.]

Much is said in subsequent pages about slow practice,

to which we invite special attention.

The exact manner of using the fingers and wrists can

be taught properly only at the piano, and only by well

educated teachers.
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Playing a piece straight tlirougli and througli is not

practicing it; that is simply reading it. When you take

up a piece to learn, ask yourself the following questions

:

What is the name of it ? By whom is it written ? AVhat

opus of the author is it ? What form of composition is it,

whether air andyariations, tarantelle, sonate, ot fantasie?

What scale is it in ? then play that scale to refresh your

memory with the fingering. What time is it in ? then

analyze, (according to directions given in chapter V.

pa. 53) as many measures as are necessary to prove to

yourself that you can count it. Now play it slowly

through, striking no note until you have found it, and

not omitting to count a single measure. Then com-

mence practicing by piece-meal—in small portions

—

stopping at the difficult passages till they are conquered.

Much time is lost by playing the easier measures as many

times as the harder ones. When you have practiced one

or two hours upon the piece, lay it aside until later in

the day or until the next day, and practice some study

or old piece ; the mind is rested by the change. Prac-

tice from one to three hours every day upon the piece,

according to the number of hours you practice per day,

and according to the difficulty of the piece. When you

can play it easily and steadily through, commence to

observe every mark of expression. This done, look to

see what movement the piece is in, and, if it is metrono-

mized, bring it up to the required rapidity. If it is not

metronomized, and you have not yet sufficient knowl-

edge of movements to trust your own judgment, consult

your teacher or some other musician.

When you think you play it finely, seek to hear some

one play it better.
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Wliether it takes a long or a short time to learn a piece

is of little moment; the piece should not he left for

another until it is learned. lie piece played with a true

appreciation of the author's meaning, with every chord

struck pure and clean, the fortes given with deep power

and the pianissimos with delicate tenderness, and every

phrase artistically finished, is more acceptable to your

audience, and will bring you a better musical reputation

than ten pieces blundered through, with blurred runs^

muddy chords, and slovenly arpeggios. The pianist

must remember that the public are only interested in

the result of his labor ; they care not whether the piece

which delights them was learned in a week, or whether it

cost him six months' hard labor. If his playing is per-

fect, they at once count him an artist ; if imperfect,he is

condemned; they cannot decide whether his errors are

attributable to a want of musical ability and apprecia-

tion or to insufficient practice. Generally, in such cases,

both are true ; the fact that he will offer to the public an

unfinished piece is proof that he is wanting in musical

appreciation. The true musician shrinks from marring,

by imperfect execution, the composition of a master.

When you have learned perfectly one tune, play that

if asked. When you have learned the second, retain the

first and so on, till you have, at least, twelve pieces in

your repertoire. From that time you may, occasionally,

drop one, always however retaining in your memory from

twelve to twenty solos. This is easily done by setting

apart a certain number of them to be played two days in

a week, a certain other number two other days and so

on, making such a programme of practice that all will

be played at least twice per week. By this system, the

pianist has'always something to play.
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Easy pieces and musical trifles are not necessarily

worthless
;
people do not always want to hear a long, dif-

ficult solo, and you are not always in condition to play

such a solo ; therefore keep in your memory a few light

pieces, with which to entertain your friends.

Never play snatches of pieces; if you cannot go

through a piece, or a movement of a piece, do not

attempt it.

If possible, spend an hour each day reading music

which you have no intention of learning. To read rea-

dily is a great assistance to the player. Read often

duetts with others.

Omit no opportunity to accompany other instruments

or singers ; fine accompanists are rare.

Play much from score.

[See chap, on Staffs and Clefs.]

Commit the greater part of your solos to memory ; it

is not only inconvenient to be dependent always upon

notes, but, when he is not obliged to watch both music

and hands, the pianist plays with more freedom and effect.

Never begin a piece faster than you can with certainty

go through it.

Passages which, when learned, are to be fortissimo

,

should be practiced, occasionally, pianissimo ; as, there-

by, a truer appreciation of their meaning is obtained,

and you are less likely to pound them. It is also well to

practice pianissimo passages, occasionally, with a fortis-

simo touch ; because it assists in retaining perfect dis-

tinctness of tone when they are softened.
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LoTe and respect your piano ; never place anything

upon it which can soil or mar it, and sit down before it

with clean hands and clean nails.

Eespect and obey your teacher. Present yourself

before him clean in person and attire ; sit quietly down,

making no excuses except in case of serious illness, or

unless he asks the reason for some unusually imperfect

lesson. Eemember you are there to be taught ; therefore

do not talh, but listen ; speak of nothing which does not

pertain to your lesson, unless it is necessary. Pass noth-

ing you do not understand, without asking an explana-

tion. Do not forget his least suggestion, let it be to you
a command. Never be impatient under his criticisms,

eyen if they seem to you unnecessarily severe \ it is easier

for him to allow you to play without correction ; there-

fore, when he stops you for criticisms, rest assured you
need them, and profit by them, for it is just these you

are paying for.

Eead the lives and letters of the musicians, and
remember the names of their principal compositions.

{Remark . It is not long since a young lady teacher^ while look-

ing over the music which lay upon a friend's piano, came across a

symphony of Haydn, and said, wonderingly, "Haydn, Haydn, he

must he some new composer, is he not ?"]

Improve every opportunity of hearing good music,

whether vocal or instrumental, and strive to produce

on the piano the same sympathetic effects which you

hear from fine voices and wind instruments. This, of

course, is very difficult; but Thalberg says, "emotion

renders us ingenious, and the necessity of expressing

what we feel creates for us resources which never occur

to the mechanical performer."'
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Listen to the criticisms of musicians upon the per-

formances of others, and think if they will not apply

also to yours.

Do not be selfish in playing with others ; the perfec-

tion of music is only in many instruments, and every

one cannot play first part ; therefore, in all concerted

pieces, show your good nature and artistic appreciation

of the importance of all the parts, by a willingness to

take any instrument or part which needs you.



CHAPTER I.

SOUNDS, VIBRATIONS, MUSIC DEFINED.

What is sound ?

It is the audible action of a yibrating body.

What is a musical sound ?

It is a sound of a determinable pitch ; any other sound

may be called noise. A sound is not, therefore, necessa-

rily musical, merely because it is agreeable.

What is understood by the term, pitch ?

Literally, a point ; musically, it has reference to the

character of sounds, whether high or low.

How are musical sounds produced on the piano or any other

stringed instrument.

By the yibration of strings.

What does vibration mean ?

The act of moying one way and the other, in quick

succession.

What is the result of quick vibrations ?

A high tone.

What is the result of slow vibrations ?

A low tone.

Which vibrates faster, a long string or a short one ?

2
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All other things being equal, a short one ; consequently,

we have long strings for the bass or low tones, and short

strings for the treble or high tones.

What other things affect the vibration of strings?

The tension, thickness, and hardness ; a hard string,

stretched tightly, gives a higher tone than a soft, loose

string.

When is a stringed instrument out of tune ?

When the tension of the strings is not such as to pro-

duce the exact number of vibrations for the required pitch.

Why can we not determine the pitch of all sounds ?

Because some bodies do not possess the requisites for

uniform rapidity of vibrations in all their parts. When
such bodies are struck, some parts will vibrate a certain

number of times in a second ; others, a greater or a less

number; consequently, the vibrations cross and confuse

each other, and no particular pitch of sound is produced.

What is the slowest vibration which gives a perceptible sound ?

From thirty to thirty-two vibrations in a second. The

highest sound is nine octaves higher and requires 16,384

vibrations in a second ; so that nine octaves seems to be

the compass of tones appreciable by the human ear.

What is the proportion of the number of vibrations to the

pitch of the sound?

All other things being equal, a string which vibrates

twice as fast as another, gives a tone twice as high, or,

we should say, an octave higher.

What is the proportion of the length of the string to the sound

produced ?

It is in inverse proportion ; that is, a string, half as

long as another, will give a tone twice as high, because

it will vibrate twice as fast.
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What is the effect of stiffness ?

A string gives a liigher tone in proportion to its stiffiiess.

What is the effect of thickness ?

A thick string vibrates faster than a thin one, in pro-

portion as the thickness increases the stiflftiess.

What is the number of vibrations required to produce the tone

called great C, or that C which is written on the second line below
the bass staff?

One hundred and twenty-eight in a second.

How are the different octaves of the piano named, to distinguish

them from each other ?

The octave, commencing on great C and going up-

wards, that is, on the second below that c which is

nearest the middle of the piano, is called the great octave

;

and the letters in that octave are called great 0, great D,

great E, &a The octave, below the great octave, is

sometimes called the contra octave ; and the letters in

that octave are called contra C, contra D, contra E, &c.

This octave is sometimes also designated, the great once

marked octave ; and the letters of that octave are written

thus : C, D, E, &c. The octave, next above the great

octave, is called the small octave ; and the letters written

thus: c, d, e, &c. The next octave above the small

octave, is called the small once marked octave ; written

thus : c, d, e, &c. The next octave higher, is called the

twice marked octave ; written thus : c, d, e, &c^ The next

higher octave is the thrice marked octave : c, d, e, &c.

[See plate of keyboard and staffs at the end of this chapter.]

What is music ?
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First, it is any succession of sounds, so modulated as

to please the ear. Such a succession of sounds is called a

melody. Secondly, it is an agreeable combination of

sounds. Such a combination of sounds is called harmony.

What is musical composition?

It is the art of rightly putting sounds together in the

construction of music.

What is the art of music ?

It consists in the expression of the thoughts, feelings,

and passion^ by means of musical sounds.

What is musical execution ?

It is the art of rightly plajring music which has been

composed.

Does it follow that a person can compose music, because he

can play well ?

No more than it foUows that a person can write a poem,

because he can read one finely. Indeed, it is true, that

but very few of the great players have composed fine

music; and equally true that great composers haye

rarely been superior players. This is, in part, accounted

for by the fact, that it requires the sfcudy of a life-time to

make a fine executant ; and it is also the work of a life-

time to write many great musical compositions. There

have been a few geniuses in the world, like Mozart and

Mendelssohn, to whom the greatest musical ideas came

by inspiration—without study. Their only labor in

writing was the manual one of putting their thoughts

on paper. These men also gained their execution as

easily as they learned their mother tongue ; but they are

exceptions to the rule, and they prove this fact, that the

art of music, like a talent for the coinposition of pictures

or of poetry, is a gift from the Author of our l)eing.
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CHAPTER II.

NOTES AND RESTS.

How many musical sounds are there ?

Seven.

In how many respects do these sounds differ from each other ?

In length, strength, and pitch.

To what three departments do these differences give rise ?

To Rhythmics, Dynamics, and Melodies.

What does Rhythmics mean ?

It is from a Greek word signifying measure, and it

treats of the length of sounds.

What is the meaning of Dynamics ?

It is from a Grreek word meaning power, and it treats

of the softness or loudness of sounds.

What is the meaning of Melodies ?

It is from two Greek words, and it treats of the pitch

of sounds.

What characters are used to represent sounds ?

Notes.

How many do we use ?

Seven.

How are they written to show the difference in the length of

sounds ?

By making them of different forms.
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TABLE OF OLD NOTES WITH OLD NAMES.

, Maxima, Massima, Maxime.—The Large.

^ , Longa, Lunga, Longue.—The long.

K or |5i(
, |:^ , 1^1 , Brevis, Breve, Breve. —The short.

O , Semihrevis, Semibreve, Demibreve.—The half-short.

1 or
I

, Minima, Minime, Demi-UancJie.—The smaller.

I
Qj, f, Semiminima, U^i Quarto, Noire.—The half-

^ I smallest.

Por J , Fiisa, Unca, Cro^na.—-The extended or hooked.

S 5 , Semifusa, Bis Unca. — The twice crooked,

J^ / double stemmed.

^ p, Subsemifusa, Terunca,—The thrice crooked,

^^ ^ triple stemmed.

Each note is twice as long as the following note. All

notes longer than the Semibreve being now discarded,

the Semibreve, O, is taken as unity, and the name, whole

note, given to it. The Minima, J being half as long as

the whole note, is called a half note ; the Semiminima,

J,
being half as long as the half note, is called a quar-

ter note, &c. At the present day, some teachers still ad-

here to proper names, instead of employing entirely the

fractional denominations as names for notes, as follows

:
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Whole, O Semibreve.

1

2
J Minim.

1

4 J Crotchet.

1

8
Quaver.

1

16
^ Semiquaver.

1

33 ^ Demisemiqnaver.
9

1

64 \ Hemidemisemiquaver,

When notes with crooks occur in succession, they are

written thus : four sixteenths, i^i^"^,two eighths, 1 :

4 4 4 d "" 4 4
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[Let the teacher, who uses this book in class, oblige every pupil

to write upou the blackboard a half note and the two notes to

which it is equal, the four notes to which.it is equal, the eight

notes to which it is equal, &c. :

I ; i 1 I I ! I

# # 0^0 000000^0
Then, write a quarter note, and the two notes, the four notes,

and the eight notes to which it is equal, e. g.

J= I -
^d 00300000

Then let him exercise the class in every possible manner, upon
the length of notes, until it is impossible to puzzle any member
upon the subject.]

What are rests ?

Marks of silence ; at which, the fingers are to be raised

and held above the keys, as long as they would be held

upon the keys, were the rest a note.

How many rests have we ?

Seven ; every note has its corresponding rest.

TABLE OF RESTS, WITH NOTES.

=^ ^ I
1 / If B ^

When the old notes were discarded, of course, the rests

belonging to those notes were no longer needed, so that

the rests, in present use, begin with the whole note rest.
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[Let class write all the rests upon the board without the notes to

which they belong, and give their names and comparative length.]

What is a triplet ?

It consists of three notes played in the time of two of

the same kind, or one of the next longer kind. They are

generally marked with a slur and a figure 3 over or

under them ; e, g.

f^ f^ P ^ ^ ^ pp^ m £-!

When a triplet is not thus marked, it is only by an

analysis of the time of the measure in which such notes

occur, that the pupil can decide, with certainty, whether

they are triplets or not ; e. g.

:^=1:

In the above example, the first three quarter notes in

the bass have each two eighth notes played to them in

the treble, leaving three eighths to be played to the

fourth quarter note. These three eighths, then, must

have their triplet value, although they are not so marked.

[Let class vv^rite triplets of every kind of note with the two
notes, and the one note to which the triplet is equal ; e. g.
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O O O jT3

o o

a

wuu y- y

The first note of a triplet is played with a slight accent.

When a triplet in one hand is played to two even notes

in the other hand, the time of the three must be divided

eyenly between the two. This is done by playing the

second of the two notes on the last half of the time which

belongs to the second note of the triplet ; e. g.

J J,

J

This gives to the first of the two notes the whole of the

first triplet note and the first half of the second ; to the

second of the two notes, it gives the last half of the mid-

dle triplet note and the whole of the last triplet note. In

very slow movements, this is easily done ; in rapid pas-

sages, it is not so easy, and the better way is to play, as

evenly as possible, the two notes in one hand and three

in the other, without stopping to know exactly where

they go together.
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A triplet played to two notes, the first of which is

dotted, is played thus ; e. g.

The second of the two notes must come after the last

triplet note, because each triplet note has a third of the

time of a quarter note, while the sixteenth has only a

quarter of the time of a quarter note, and a third is

more than a quarter.
^

When a triplet m one hand Is played to four or five

notes in the other hand, the hands must each execute

their parts evenly and independently in the time allotted,

and then they will play correctly together.

What is signified by a figure 5 placed over or under five notes ?

It signifies that the five notes are to be played in the

time of four of the same kind ; e. g.

J J J J J i i i i i

# # # #
I I I I

I I I I

r
f

r

r f r '

I
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What is signified by a figure 6 placed over or under six notes ?

It signifies tliat the six notes are to be played in tlie

time of four of the same kind, or two of the next longer

kind. Such a group of notes is called a sextole or sex-

tolet. It may also be regarded as a triplet with each

member divided into two notes ; e. g.

J J J J J J J j j J J J

v \/ v(a) (b)

' ^ ^ ^ r '
•

I

f 3

While a sextole may be regarded as a triplet with its

members divided as above at b, it must never be con-

sidered as two triplets, because it would then have two

accents thus

:

^ ^

^JJ^JJ
whereas the proper accent of a sextole is only upon the

first note, thus

:

J J J J J J
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Kotes are often written as sextoles and marked witli a

figure 6, when they shonld properly be played as triplets

and receive the triplet accent.

[Such passages can always be explained by the teacher at the

piano, better than in such a limited work as this.]

The sextole, when played in one hand to a triplet in

the other, is yery easy, because the accent of neither is

disturbed ; but a sextole, played to four even notes in any

ordinary movement, must be played according to the

directions for playing a triplet to four or five even notes.

In a very slow movement, a sextole is played to four even

notes thus

:

r
'
j^j.j

It will be seen in this example, that, for all purposes

of time, these groups are played as if the sextole were

two triplets, each triplet being played to two even notes

;

the greater care must therefore be used to prevent the

triplet effect in the sextole. It is still more difficult to

prevent a triplet accent when playing a sextole to two

even notes

;

False.,JTj j rjco^eog J J J j J

f r r
What is signified by a figure 7 placed over or under seven notes?

It signifies that the seven notes are to be played in the

time of four of the same kind. We have also groups of
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9, 11, 13, and, sometimes, 20, 30, or any other number

of notes ; their yalue must generally be determined by

reference to the rest of the measure or the other part to

which these groups are to be played.

What is the use of a dot after a note ?

It makes the note half as long again, e. g. ^ ' — ^ ^
If we count four to this half note, we shall count two

more for the dot, making six. A dotted quarter, f' -

rf If we count two to this quarter, we shall count

one more for the dot, making three. A dotted eighth,

f *- f 9 If this eisjhth had one count, it would have

half a count more for the dot, making a count and a

half, &c.

"What is the use of a double dot ?

The second dot is half as long as the first dot ; e. g.

I .

-
t I ^ [ -

I • ^

What is the use of a triple dot ?

The third dot is half as long as the second ; e. g.
'

C? • • • _ 0^9^0^9, # • • • _ 9^0^^^,
I - I [ '»/ ^ I - I U ^ g

If a note has four counts, how many counts would it have with

a triple dot ?

The first dot would have two ; the second, one ; the

third, one half; all of which, added to the note, would
make seven and a half.

What is the value of dots after rests ?

The same as after notes ; e. g.
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Wliat is a tie or bind ?

It is a curved line drawn over or under two consecu-

tive notes which, are of the same pitch, are on the same

line or space and in the same part, to signify that the

second one is not struck, but the first is to be held down"

the full time of both ; e. g.

Written.
-^

'$^
Played.

t
—

r

—

r- Ii==l3s=
In the following example, the line a cannot be a tie,

because it is over notes upon different spaces ; 5 is a tie

;

cis a tie, although it is drawn past one note, because

that intermediate note does not lie in the same part ; d

is not a tie because it connects notes upon different lines

;

e is a tie for the same reason that c is, and / is not a

tie because the notes are not of the same pitch, although

they are upon the same space, and also because another

note intervenes in the same part

:

In the following example there are two parts ; the one

with the stems turned up, is played with a strong touch;

the one with the stems turned down, with a light touch.

The two notes in each group which are turned up are

common to both parts ; as belonging to the lower part.
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they cannot be tied because of intervening notes ; the

tie, therefore, only affects them as belonging to the upper

part. As the finger cannot hold the first through the

time of the second, haying to strike the second as be-

longing to the lower part, the sound must be continued

by the pedal

:

CHAPTER III.

STAFF AND OLEFS.

What shows the difference in the pitch of sounds ?

The position of the notes upon the staff.

What is a staff ?

It consists of five lines and four spaces ; each line and

space is called a degree, and they are named from the

first seven letters of the alphabet.

Were our notea always written upon a five line staff ?

No ; a staff of fifteen lines was formerly used.
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1:

-G or Treble clef.

Plate of

15 line staff.

I
^

O orTenor clef

F or Bass clef.

This was inconvenient and difficult to read ; therefore,

five lines were selected for the principal treble or high

tones, and five for the principal bass or low tones ; so

that now we use two staffs of five lines each, one for each

hand.

How do we know Wliich of these lines were selected for the

staffs now in use ?

The same letter or clef Temaining upon a line or space

at the beginning of each staff, indicates which lines and

spaces were selected.

How do we find the other letters of the staff ?

By counting up and down in alphabetical order ; e. g.

Treble or G clef. _« „_f-G

p —Q

—

-B-^
D-'^'

D-'
F-'

j-A

Bass or F clef.

The G clef is generally used for the right hand or

upper part, and the F clef for the left hand or lower part.

This is, however, not always the case ; sometimes the left

hand part is written on the G clef, and the right hand

part on the F clef.
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When played together, the staffs are connected by a

character called a brace ; e. g.

How do we write notes,liigher or lower than can be writ-

ten on the staff ?

By means of lines added above and below the staffs,

called ledger lines.

Lines added above the treble staff.

G

1 5£ 3 4 3

Spaces above the treble staff.

B

t:

D

•^1 2

F
c

1 S 3 4 5 6

Lines and spaces below the treble staff.

1st. 'ZnA. let. 3nd. 3d.

i
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9-t=:

Lines and spaces above the bass staff.

3 3

^ +- +- i» -P" -t-

C E G B D

Lines and spaces below the bass staff.13 3 4 13 3

^=q:

6

How are notes written which are to be played higher than the

lines added above the treble staff ?

By writing them an octave lower than they are to be

played, and placing over them 8 va., which is the abbre-

viation of Ottava Alta, and means that the passage over

which it is placed is to be played an octave higher than

it is written, as far as the marks of continuation extend

;

e.g.

Written.

8va,
I loco.

Played.
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Tlie word Loco signifies in place,—that the passage is

to be played where it is written, and no longer, an octave

higher.

Originally, letters were used in place of the clef char-

acters; and it is considered quite probable that the

characters now used are distortions of the original letters,

because they have been found in forms quite different

from the present ones, and bearing more resemblance to

letters ; e. g., the G- clef is found in ancient music in the

following forms

:

0' % or

[See "Weber's Musical Composition, vol. 1, page 39,]

How are the letters upon these staffs applied to the Piano Key-
board?

The piano keys are named from the first seven letters

of the alphabet, and the application of the staff is seen in

diagram, close of chap. 1. It is here seen that the G, or

treble clef note, is ihe first G above, or on the righc hand
side of the middle of the keyboard. The F, or bass

clef note, is the first F at the left of the middle C.

"What is the meaning of the word bass ?

It means low, at the bottom, basis, or foundation. It

is the most important part in music, because it is the

foundation of the harmony, and supports the whole

composition. It should, therefore, be played with the

greatest care and distinctness; nothing is more disagree-

able or, musically speaking, more vulgar than the habit

of striking the bass just in advance of the treble; and
the player who does it should not be tolerated.
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What is the treble ?

It is, generally, the highest part in the music and sings

or plays the melody. There are exceptions to this, how-

ever, as the melody is, sometimes, found in the middle

parts, and, sometimes, in the lowest part.

Have we any other clefs than these ?

Yes, in old music, and, at the present day, for other

instruments.

What is the most common of these clefs ?

The C, or tenor clef, placed upon the fourth line and

made thus

:

E5^E||^3

It will be seen, by reference to the 15 line staff, which of

the lines were selected to make this staff, and that the U
which stands upon the fourth line is the middle of the

piano keyboard. The letters of this staff are as follows

:

C D E F G A

m
C B A G F E

Is it necessary for a pianist to be able to read this staff ?

It is not necessary for piano playing, but every musi-

cian should be familiar with it, that he may be able to

execute on the piano, music which is written for other

instruments in this clef.

Other lines than the fourth may be selected from the

fifteen for this clef, but wherever it is found, that line

upon which it stands is the middle of the piano.

Where do we find more than two staffs used ?

In organ music we often find three staffs ; one for the

right hand, one for the left, and one for the uotes which
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are to be played upon the pedals by the feet. Only the

bass and treble clefs, however, are used.

What is meant by music written in score ?

When the different parts which are to be played or

sung together are written on different staffs ; e, g. The
following four measures of music are written in score.

The treble must be played highest ; the bass, lowest ; the

alto and 2d treble, next below the treble ; and the tenor

must be transposed an octave lower and played with the

left hand next above the bass. This manner of playing

the parts places them at their actual pitch, because the

male voice, being an octave below the female voice, sings

the tenor really an octave lower than it is written when
it stands upon the treble clef:

Chorus, from the " Siege of Eochelle."
Tenor.

\

a^gE^fj^fe^-^

y-V'
Hl-I-^rvr^

a y # "g' ^^^i-^-*
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This manner of playing music written for several yoices

is called playing in dispersed harmony.

Is there any other way to play such music ?

It is sometimes played in what is called close harmony,

yiz., playing the trebles, altos, and tenor with the right

hand, and only the bass with the left hand. The treble

mnst remain at its given pitch ; the alto can easily be

reached as it is written, but the tenor will sometimes

have to be played an octave above the pitch on which it

is sung, in order to be reached by the right hand. This

manner of playing is used more upon the organ than the

piano, owing to the necessity of using the hands for

pulling stops and managing other peculiarities about the

organ which do not exist on the piano.

What must be particularly remembered, whether the tenor is

played by the right or the left hand ?

That no part may be played above the treble, nor any

part below the bass.

[This matter is treated more fully in works upon Church Music

and Thorough Bass, which the teacher will recommend to the

pupil when he considers it best for him to conmience that kind of

practice.]

When music is written in score, must it always be played in

score ?

Not always ; a player who reads easily from score and

understands harmony, may make an accompaniment

which will have a finer effect with voices than to play

the simple score

Is It necessary for a pianist to be able to play from score ?

A person who cannot play any ordinary score at sight

is not a well educated pianist. The pupil should com-

mence this kind of practice while young, that, when he
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is able to play solos, he can also accompany voices or

other instruments.

{Remark. The author has often seen young ladies and gentle-

men who could entertain their friends very handsomely with solo

after solo upon the piano, who, when called upon to play the

simplest chorus or piece of psalmody written in score, were ob-

liged to confess their inability to read it, and leave the piano in

mortification.]

CHAPTER lY,

TIME.

The idea of rhythm is a part of the nature of man.

This is manifested in the steps and movements of even

those who are entirely uncultivated ; the savage and the

child have a step,oftentimes as perfectly measured as the

beat of the baton in the hand of the cultivated musician.

This idea is so essential to a perfect organization, that

when it is entirely wanting the mind is so far idiotic,

whatever may be the development of its other faculties.

Such a person should not study music with any expecta-

tion of playing, for, although rhythm is not an essential

element of music, it is so necessary to its excellence that

without it no music is perfect. The music which has

the least rhythm is found in the church service,

and is called chanting. J. F. Warner remarks that thifl

"unrhythmical music sustains the same relation to
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measured, rhythmical music, as prose does to poetry."

The same author says, '^ it will be found universally true,

that the higher is a man's native musical genius in the

general, the more delicate, acute, and prominent is his

appreciation of rhythm."

How is music written, to enable us to give it this symmetrical,

rhythmical measurement ?

It is divided into even portions by means of short lines

drawn across the staff, called bars.

"What do we call the music between any two consecutive bars ?

A bar, or measure ; and it must be remembered that

we are to be the same length of time playing the music

in every bar or measure, whether we find few notes or

many.

Some writers object to the use of the word bar with

these two significations, viz., the line itself, and also the

music between the lines, and maintain that only the

word measure should be used with the latter signification.

To this, we would say, as in case of different names of

notes, intervals, &c., that, while the pupil should learn

to express himself in correct musical terms, he should

also remember that ideas are greater than the words

which express them, and strive for intelligence and

ability to understand musicians, whatever words they

use. Especially is this necessary in America, where so

many different languages are spoken, and where the

musicians have been educated in so many different

scliools.

What is the use of the double bar ?

It answers the same purpose in music as the period in

writing ; it shows the end of a sentence—the completion

of an idea. The double bar does not affect the rhythm,

and may occur in any part of a measure.
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What do the figures at the commencement of a piece of music

show?

Tliey show how much is contained in each measure

;

c. g. % shows that there are two half notes or their

equivalent in each measure

;

» <^' Jl JJ#'| (9 IJ-Jl J-^M ^^^^ 4 44 4 4S\
3 3

3 shows that there are three half notes or their equiv-

alent in each measure ; e. g.

3 I
I 1 1 1 j 1 I'll 'Ml N I

1 \ 1 I ! ! 1 i

d ' S d d d d d d \&G.
3 3

How many kinds of measure have we, differing radically from

each other ?

Two ; even and uneven.

What are the different kinds of even measure ?

Double measure, indicated by §, and all measures

derived from double measure.

What are the different kinds of uneven measure ?

Triple measure, indicated by a? ^^^ 3.11 measures

derived from triple measure.

What are the measures derived from ^ ?

J, which is sometimes marked Oand means common
fiT^Tp 6 6 12 13 13Lime,

4^j gj 4^ , g , ^Q.
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13

ijig. a.) {fig- &•)

^
4

J J J J n /

3 O"

J «*
*

J

J J J J J 8j ; ^ .iJ J J J J J ^J ;^ J .^

Figures 1) and ^ are, for all practical purposes of time,

the same as figures a and c, although, represented hy

shorter notes. They are also sometimes considered to

require a more rapid delivery; this, however, depends

upon other directions given hy the composer.

. We have also a species of even measure containing two

whole notes, indicated hy ^-, 2 , ^, CC» ^^^ called

alla-lreve measure. It is equivalent to two measures of

^ or C measure, and consequently its subdivisions can

be easily reckoned.

What are tlie measures derived from ^ measm-e ?

3 3 9 9 9
4, 8, 4, 8, .16.
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(fig. e.) (fig. f.)

l^ fi

J 3

I * € 4

J

.

; J J « J jt; n r:
(fig. g-) (fig. h.)

3
1

1

6

3 a-

4 J

IJJJJJJ JJJ
9 r^"^
i J # J JT3 jt;

3

8

(fig. i.)

J.-

-h ; /
9

16
Rq Rq n:^
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

What method have we of measurmg our time and enabling our-

selves to make the same notes always of equal length ?

"When playing, the scholar must count constantly the

number of parts in each measure.

Which is better, to count mentally or aloud ?

Always aloud, until the piece or study is learned.

Some persons object to this, saying that, if a pupil has

not sufficient idea of time to play without counting, he

will not count evenly enough to make it any assistance.

A teacher of any experience soon observes that, if a pupil

has any idea of time at all, it may be greatly cultivated
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by counting with a teacher, or with a metronome first,

and afterwards, alone, just as the ear for sound becomes

more acute by listening to an instrument which is in

perfect tune. A teacher should never excuse a pupil

from counting aloud, until the piece or study is per-

formed in exact time ; and any pupil, who persistently

neglects this duty, does so from indolence or peryerse-

ness, and he will find, sooner or later, that his execution

is faulty in time, and, consequently, ruined. A distin-

guished writer says, " Of all the attributes which pertain

to the musical art, rhythm should be the last to be

sacrificed.''

What should be especially guarded against in counting ?

Singing the counts ; because, in doing this, the pupil

is very apt to sing as he plays and not to sing evenly, and

to force his playing into the same time as his singing.

He should speak his beats in a short, sharp, dry tone,

striving to make them as even as possible, and taking

his time slow enough to enable himself to bring in the

notes of each count in the same time, whether they be

few or many.

How is 2 tune counted ?

The half note may be taken for the beat note, in which

case, the measure will be counted two ; e. g.

12121a 13 1 2

Or, the quarter note may be taken for the beat note, and

the measure counted four ', e. g.

ll«!^'iJJJJlJ-JlJ. /rf^J^I
1234 12 3 4 123 4 12 3 4
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If the time is very slow, and the measure contains a

great many notes, the eighth note may be taken for the

beat note, and the measure counted eight ; e. g.

i!j|.H.^JI-^.^,13 3 4 5678 13 345678
How are § and | time to be counted ?

If the movement is slow, they may be counted six ; in

% time, by taking the quarter note for the beat note; e.g.

«l > I ! 1 1
II

I n n ni m rh mi i I!

13 3 4 5 6 133 456 1 3 3 456

In I time, by taking the eighth note for the beat

note ; e. g.

13 3 4 5 6 133 456 13 3 4 5 6

If these figures are given in a fast movement, the

measures may be counted two, by taking a dotted half

note for the beat note in 4 time, and a dotted quarter in

i time ; e. g.

in^^^\^-nnTi htjITjU-j13 13 13 1

How is triple time to be comited ?

^, -, or - measure is generally counted three ; e. g.

JJJIJJJ.JIiJJJIi;jVi-8-8i
133 1 33 133 133 133
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How are measures containing nine parts to be counted ?

9 9 9
4' 8' 16 ^i"^^? i^ ^^^T slow, may be counted nine.

In 2 time, by taking the quarter for the beat note ; e.g.

4.1 ^ # \13345 6 7 89
In 8 time, by taking the eighth for the beat note ; e. g.

8 I

1 334 56 7 8 9

In 16 time, by taking the sixteenth for the beat note ; e.g.

9

16 000000000133456789
All measures, however, containing nine parts, whether

written 4, § or 1^, are generally counted three. In 4
time, the beat note would be a dotted half, J or, in

other words, count one to three quarters ; e. g.

^i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

! rn n rn rn rn P jTf p r, I

4

1

000 00000 1 000000000000000000000000000 113 3 1 3 3

In I time, the beat note would be a dotted quarter ; e.g.

9 1 n^ i"^^ f'm I H"
»l 000000000 I ^#

L

In 16 time, the beat note would be a dotted eighth ; e. g.

_9_| ^ ^ R^
I
^^ B^^; ^^-^

16 1 d^^044d04 I 44^00400^0013 3 1 3 3
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An error is sometimes made by young pupils in

attempting to count f or § measure as i or | measure.

By au examination of figures c and d, it will be seen

that % and § measure are derived from % and \ measure,

and must therefore retain the characteristics of double

time, which can only be done by counting them two or

six.

Six quarter notes in | time, or six eighth notes in \

time, must retain the characteristics of triple time, which

can only be done by counting them three. (See follow-

ing figures.)

I • » J- J J

! J J J J J J J J J J J
6

4#12 3

J

n
{Remark. With regard to speaking some syllable to the smaller

divisions of the beats, the teacher will find that, while some pupils

can play evenly four or more notes to one count, others need the

assistance of counting in some manner the smaller subdivisions.

There are some reasons pertaining to accent why it is better to

divide the beats into half and quarter subdivisions, than to increase

the number of beats.]
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CHAPTER YJ

EXERCISES IN TIME, BEATING TIME, &c.

[In the following exercises, the pupil must mark off every

measure into regular beats, and be required to tell where every

beat commences, and, if the measure contains many notes, he must
divide each beat into half and quarter beats.]

Put upon the board or slate | and write a succession

of measures as follows, remembering that every measure
must contain the value of two half notes:

One measure containing one note, - - ? I o
j

One measure containing two notes, - i

One measure containing two notes of
i

unequal length, - - - - ^ - - j

One containing two notes of unequal

length, and differing from the former.

One containing two of unequal length,

and differing from either of the others.

One containing three notes, - - -

One containing three even notes, - -

One containing three notes and one dot; one, three notes

and a double dot ; one, three notes and a triple dot

;

three notes and a rest ; three notes and two rests ; four

1 1

^. Ji

J..,/
!

•i!

6 d
1

S

/^
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even notes ; four notes and one single dot ; four notes

and triple dot ; five notes ; five notes and one rest ; six

notes; seven notes; eight notes; nine notes; twelve even

notes ; one sextole, one triplet, and one half note.

Place upon the board 3, and write a succession of

measures as follows, remembering that each measure

must contain the value of three half notes

:

A measure containing one dotted note and nothing

else ; three even notes ; four notes ; five notes ; six notes

;

seven notes ; eight notes ; nine even notes ; ten notes

;

eighteen even notes ; one sextole, one triplet and two

quarter notes ; six notes, three of which are dotted

.

Place upon the board 4, and write a succession of

measures as follows, remembering that every measure

must contain the value of six quarter notes

:

One measure containing one note and a dot; two

notes and two dots ; eighteen even notes.

Place upon the board §, and write a succession of

measures as follows, remembering that every measure

must contain the value of nine eighth notes

:

One measure containing three even notes ; nine notes,

three of which are dotted ; twelve notes, six of which are

sixteenths, and three are dotted eighths.

[When the class have written these exercises, if they still hesi-

tate as to the value of any note or group of notes, such as triplets

or sextoles, any dot or rest, the teacher may invent more exercises

of the same kind for them, and, by no means, leave this chapter

until every pupil can analyze the time of any measure of music,

however complicated.]

These exercises Avill be of more service in teaching

pupils to read music understandingly in point of time,

than the mere playing of hundreds of pages in the ordin-
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ary, careless manner of pupils who do no more than play

the majority of the notes, without the least idea of ap-

portioning to each beat its exact yalue in notes or rests.

Let it be remembered that pupils should analyze every

measure of a piece or study which they intend to learn,

before commencing to play it, or, at least, a sufficient

number of them to prove their perfect understanding of

the time. By an analysis of measures for purposes of

time, we mean to designate how many notes or rests

make the first beat, how many, the second, and so on

through the measure.

What is meant by beating time ?

In singing or in keeping time for others to play, we
beat with the hand the number of parts in a measure,

instead of counting them.

In double measure, we beat two, thus

:

1 2
I

1 2
Down, Up,

I

Down, Up.

In f measure, if beating four, thus :

1. 2 3. 4
Down, Left, Right, Up.

In 4 measure, if beating eight, thus

:

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. T. 8.

I

Down, Left, Right, Up, Down, Left, Right, Up,

In I or I measure, if beating six, thus

:

I 1. 2. 3 4. 5. 6.

I
Down, Down, Left, Right, Right, Up,

or
Down(held two beats).Left, Right, (held two beats).Up.

In f or I measure, if beating two, thus

:

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 1

Down, Up,
I
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In ^ or il measure, if beating four, thus

9.1. S. 3. 4. 5.

Down, Left,

y tJ O tr* t^

3 p p

7, 8.
Right,

s s s
^ '^

10. 11. 12.
Up,

^

III i> 4 or I measure, if beating three, thus

:

1.
Down,

2.
Left.

3.
Up,

In J, i or 1% measure, if beating three, thus

:

1. a.
Down,

4. 5.

Left,
7.
Up.

8.

In 2, §, 16 measure, if beating nine, thus

:

I
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 1. 8. 9. I

I
Down,Down,Down, Left, Left, Left, Up, Up, Ud. |

How is a rest for a whole measure made ?

In the same manner as a whole note rest, whatever be

the yalue of the measure.

IW^^
What indicates two measures' rest ?

"Hie same heavy bar drawn from one line to the next.

What indicates three measures' rest ?

A one-measure rest and a two-measure rest.
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What indicates four measures' rest ?

The same bar drawn from one line to the next but one.

What hidicates five measures' rest ?

One four-measure rest and a one-measure rest.

:=j=z^

What indicates six measures' rest ?

One four-measure rest and one two-measure rest, or

Dne bar drawn across two lines of the staff to the fourth.

lEE

What indicates seven measures' rest ?

One six-measure rest and a one-measure rest.

What indicates eight measures' rest

:

A bar'from the top line of the staff to the bottom line.

I
[Let the class write upon the board all these rests and make

combinations of them, to indicate nine measures' rest, ten meas-

ure's rest, eleven measures' rest, twelve measures' rest, and so on
to rests for twenty measures.]
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Are these characters always used to mdicate silent measures ?

ISTo ; figures are often used, particularly if tliere is a

great number of silent measures ; e. g.

O O -^ €\ ^ /i

- 3 _ 1 8 1 12—tr-2-4- i|

How are several measures' rest counted ?

The pupil will find, if he attempts to count twenty

measures' rest, for example in three time, that he soon

forgets how many measures he has counted ; this diffi-

culty is avoided by speaking the number of the measure

which he is counting, in place of the word one ; e, g.

j
*>ne, two, three,

[ two, two, three,
|
three, two, three,

| four,

two, three,
\ five, two, three,

|
six, two, three,

j
&c.

CHAPTER VI.

THE METRONOME—ITS USE.

[Classes of pupils under fourteen years of age, may omit this

chapter until after they have learned the rest of the book, but they

may be taught the use of the metronome at the piano, even when
very young.]

In what has been said of time, we have spoken only of

the comparative length of notes—of one note being

shorter or longer than another; without anything more
definite than this, the time in which a piece is plajed
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must depend upon tlie time given to the beat note.

Without some absolute guide, no two persons will execute

the same piece in the same time.

Does it alter the effect of a piece of music to play it faster or

slower ?

Yes ; the entire character of a slow piece would be

ruined by plajdng it fast, and the most brilliant move-

ment become stupid, if played too slow. To play the

Adagio of Beethoven's Moonlight Senate rapidly, would

be simply a burlesque ; it would be equally absurd to

play a Tarantelle slowly.

What effect should always be studied in the execution of a piece ?

The effect the composer intended.

Have we any means of knowing the exact time in which a

composer intends his piece to be played ?

Yes ; by the metronome.

What is a metronome ?

It is an instrument with an inverted clock pendulum,

beating by clock machinery. The pendulum has back

of it a scale of degrees showing how many times it will

beat in a minute with the weight set at any degree; e.g.,

if set at 60, it will beat sixty times in a minute ; if set

at 120, it will beat one hundred and twenty times in a

minute. The composer designates the time in which his

piece is to be played, by telling us at what degree to set

the weight of the metronome for the beat note. Thus,

the first movement of Mozart's Third Symphony in E flat

maj., is marked \, Adagio, J = 60, which means, that

we are to set the weight at 60 and play the value of a

quarter note to every beat. If we count four in this

movement, we shall count with every beat of the met-

ronome ; if we count eight, viz., one count to an eighth

note, we shall have two counts to every beat.
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The next movement is marked |, Allegro, '^ ~(jO As

a dotted half note is equal to three quarters, it is evident

that when the weight is set at 60, a whole measure must

be played to one beat. If, in this movement, we count

three, we shall have three counts to one beat.

The next movement is marked % Andante, N =^ 108.

The metronome will here beat four times in a measure,

beating the value of an eighth. In so slow a movement,

it is better to count four, which, brings one count to

every beat.

In Czerny's Exercises, op. 740, Book 1, we find C time

J - 92. This requires eight sixteenths to be played to

one beat. As we generally count four in this time, we

shall have a count to four sixteenths, and, consequently,

two counts to each beat.

Who invented the metronome most in use ?

Maelzel, an Austrian; and the M. M. which we see

prefixed to the figures, mean Maelzel's Metronome.

Of what use is the metronome besides this ?

To assist a pupil in cultivating his idea of time, by

counting with it while playing, particularly during the

first year's practice.

We give here a peculiar manner of using the metro-

nome for the purpose of cultivating an imperfect ear.

Take, e. g. Czerny's Exercises, op. 740, Book 1, No. 1

;

let the pupil play it through a few times, until he can

play it slowly, but without stopping, lifting every finger

to its proper height, and obeying every / and p. Then
set the metronome weight at 80 and let him play one

sixteenth to every beat, counting aloud, thus

:



{
Allegro J
Molto. \

-fi
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.:m^
1 =5 1 i B « 1 i 3 = 03 C3 OS

—1 ^^-•--^
1

i-^^ ±^-9(^d-^-^—f-^^-^-i

If lie does this correctly the first time, once playing at

this degree is sufiicient ; if he does not, then let him
practice it until the count, the finger stroke and the

metronome beat are every time exactly together through

the entire study. When this is accomplished, move the

weight one degree—to 84—and let him play it there

;

then one degree faster—to 88—and play it there ; and

so on, playing it all through at every degree down to 100.

Then move the weight back to 50, and let him play two

sixteenths to each beat, counting thus :

One and two and three and four and

This is the same rapidity as one sixteenth at 100.

When the notes are played evenly at this beat, let him
play it once without the metronome, counting aloud and

listening to the sound of his voice, to hear if he counts

evenly. Then move the weight one degree—to 53—and
play it there; then, again without the metronome, and so

on down to 100, playing it at every beat, and for every

time he plays it with the metronome, playing it once

without it. From now, on, let him play it, alternately.
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with and without it. When he has played two sixteenths

at 100, set the weight again at 50, and let him play four

sixteenths to each beat, counting thus

:

=§!e£^r-f-r£^M^f:-F-H 1

i

—

-| ^^
—

•
-

One, two, tliree, four.

Let him play it in this manner at each degree down to

100, remembering to play it every other time without the

metronome. Now move the weight once more back to

50, and let him play eight sixteenths to each beat. He
may count four, as before, or only two, speaking with

the beat, and play it in this manner at each degree, down
to 92, which is the required rapidity.

This takes much time, because, until the pupil strikes

unhesitatingly every note in its time, he must not move
the weight one degree. Let teacher and pupil remember
that the object of all this practice is not merely to learn

this one study, but to cultivate the ear for time; and
that, when this study can be executed in even time

throughout, without the metronome, any other study or

piece of like difficulty can be executed as well.

The pupil should now take some different measure for

this kind of practice ; e. ^. a Tarantelle, in | time. Set

the weight at 60, and let him play one eighth to each

beat, observing carefully every mark of expression. When
this is done^ he may play it at each degree down to 120.

Then move the weight to 40, and play three eighths to

every beat, counting two, thus

:
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and play it in this manner at eyery degree down to 80.

Now move the weight once more to 40, and let him play

a whole measure to every beat, and play it in this manner
at every degree down to 88, or 100, according as the piece

is metronomized, remembering always to counb aloud,

and always to play the piece, at least every other time,

without the metronome.

'Not more than thirty minutes per day should be given

to this kind of practice.

The author has known pupils whose natural idea of

time was very imperfect, persist in this course of practice,

until they could carry any ordinary tempo quite steadily.

For one who has a natural idea of time, this sort of

metronomic practice is unnecessary.

Much has been said about the injurious effects of me-

tronomic practice—that the player's time becomes stiff

and mechanical, &c. These objections are invariably

raised ly those who have never used the metronome in

this manner, and who, therefore, cannot speak from ex-

perience ; nor can they speak from any extended obser-

vation, because the metronome has been so little used in

this country, that they have had no opportunity to

observe its effects upon large classes of pupils.

No one will dispute the fact, that, where there is one

player in a promiscuous class of one hundred, whose

time is so perfect that it is stiff and mechanical, there

are ninety-nine who cannot, even after years of practice,

play steadily five pages of any tempo Avhich contains a

variety of notes. This, every pupil should be able to do,

and until he can, there is little danger of his time be-

coming too rigidly exact.
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These objectors also say, that a scholar soon becomes

so accustomed to playing with it, that he cannot play

without it. This is impossible, if the teacher obeys the

directions laid down in this chapter. The instrument

must be used as an aid, to teach the player to count

evenly, and when this object is accomplished, there is no

further need of it ; and it should no longer be used ex-

cept as an occasional test.

Passages which are to be accelerated or retarded should

first be learned in perfect time, then the metronome must
be closed and the pupil be required to obey every change

of time.

In long cadenzas composed of little notes which are

not barred off into measures, this rule cannot be observed.

The only guide we have, in such passages, is the com-

parative length of the notes, and the written directions

;

e. g., if a cadenza opens with 32d notes marked presto,

they must be played rapidly as possible ; if these notes

are followed by sixteenths, the sixteenths must be played

only half as fast ; if there comes a quarter note, it is as

long as eight of the first 32d notes, the pupil observing

closely the ritards, accelerandos, and pauses, which gen-

erally occur in such passages.

If a piece is a transcription of a song, in what time should it be

played?

As nearly as possible in the same time in which the

words would be sung.

Chapter XVIII contains a table of the metronomic

beats of several common movements with which every

player should be familiar. After playing these move-
ments a few times with the metronome, the pupil will

have no difficulty in taking them correctly without the

metronome.
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CHAPTER VII.

ACCENT—REGULAR AKD IRREGULAR
SYNCOPATION.

"Wliat is accent in music ?

Particular strength, given to particular tones.

Is a proper accent a matter of importance in music?

It is of precisely the same importance as in spealiing

or reading. " The ear," it is said, " is unfitted to receive

many sounds of equal force in succession." Whatever

this may be construed to mean, we know it to be a fact,

that a succession of sounds totally unaccented—monot-

onous m point of power—is exceedingly disagreeable,

although it may constitute a melody which, if properly

accented, would be attractive.

When a player commences a piece, it is his accent

which at once tells us in what measure he is playing

;

and, until this is clear to us, we cannot comprehend the

piece any more than we can understand a speaker who

talks rapidly for moments without any accent, or any

division of his words into sentences.

It is the accent, more than anything else, which makes

the same piece sound so differently when played by dif-

ferent persons. Indeed, it is not too much to say that

the same piece is never rendered twice exactly alike,
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because of the different accent of different players, and

the different accent of the same player at different times.

How many kinds of accent have we ?

Two ; regular and irregular, or rhetorical.

What is meant by regular accent ?

That which falls naturally upon the same parts of all

measures which are in the same kind of time.

"What parts of the measure are accented in double time ?

If the measure contain two undiyided half notes, the

firgt is accented ; e. g.
(a)

« a J

If the measure contain quarter notes, these subdivisions

are marked with a slight accent ; e, g.

'' ^ J2 V
i

J J J

In the above example, the first quarter note is the

strongest, being the first division of the strongest accent

;

the third quarter is stronger than the fourth, being the

first division of the lighter part of the measure ; but the

third quarter is not so strong as the first, because the

first division of a strong part of a measure is stronger

than the first division of a light part of a measure. If

these divisions become still smaller, \)iiQ first part of every

subdivision is always more important than the other

parts of the same subdivision ; e. g.
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» J
'

J J J J

n n n J-IS 34 567S
In the last subdivision into eight notes, the first is the

strongest, the fifth next, for the same reason that the

third quarter in ex. b is next in strength to the first ; the

third is stronger than the fourth, and the seventh is

stronger than the eighth.

How many accents has ^^ measure ?

Four, which are upon the first, fourth, seventh, and

tenth parts of the measure ; e. g.

(d)

3 I

J J J J
1«

The reason for this number of accents, and for their

comparative power, is obvious from what has been said

of other subdivisions.

"What is the accent of ^^ measure ?

The same as ^^ measure, remembering that the beat

note is a quarter note, whereas the beat note of ^^ meas-

ure is an eighth note.
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"What is the accent of § and | measure ?

In the chapter on time, these measures are shown to

be derived from | and | measure ; their accent, therefore,

will be as in fig. e and fig. /.

ie) (/)^11 -
a C .6 4

In both these examples, the first is stronger than the

second or the third ; the fourth is stronger than the fifth

or the sixth.

If these are still subdivided, the accent will be like

two sextoles ; e. g.

!j J J j J J imm
V V V

-'

IJWM I
J
Il l 11^ ,11, |iiii| jl

0^0000 0,C0e0a

V V

I I
I I 1 III I I

V V

We sometimes see the metronomic beat of % measure

given to the half note ; e. g. ^ - 80. This always

means the dotted half, and should be written thus, ^ , nSO.

The metronomic beat of § measure is sometimes given

to the quarter note, thus, J - 80 ; This means dotted

quarter, and should be written thus, J,
— 80. The rea-

son of this is, because the accent of double measure must

be preserved, which would be impossible if the metronome

beat three times in a measure. The writers metrono-

mize them according to the double measures from which

they are derived, because they wish the same effect pro-

duced by the accent, as if they were written | or ^ time,

and each half or quarter note divided into a triplet.
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What is the accent of triple measure ?

If the measure contain nothing shorter than half notes,

the first only is accented; and, in all cases,the first deaf

in tJie measure has the strongest accent.

V y V

If the half notes are divided into quarters, the first

quarter is stronger than the second, the third is stronger

than the fourth, and the fifth is stronger than the sixth

;

e.g.

1

1*1
1 1

1 3 3 4 5 6

What is the accent of ^ measure ?

It has three accents

;

beats; e. g,

3 ^

; on the first, fourth. and seventh

1 1 1

# « #
Y

J . . J
V V

!

Are the accented parts of a measure always to receive a stroke

more forcible than the unaccented parts ?

They are not; a continual, strict observance of the

natural accent, regardless of the higher, rhetorical ac-

cent, is only equaled in its disagreeable effects by music

without any accent. Dr. Weber says of the natural

accent, "It is rather an internal ^e\g\it which our rhyth-

mical feeling spontaneously gives to every heavy part.

Still, however, so much as this is true, that a kind of
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shock—a revulsive sensation is produced in one's feelings,

if, on the contrary, a lighter part is rendered more prom-

inent, by a greater external strength of tone, than a part

that is internally more heavy."

What is meant by irregular, or rhetorical accent ?

Any accent which reverses or, in any way, disturbs the

regular accent.

"What is the effect of Crescendo, abb. cresc°, or indicated thus.

To increase little by little in power. This may entirely

destroy the regular accent ; e. g.

^
I 1 1 1 ill!

What is the meaning of Diminuendo, abb. dim°, or indicated

thus, ::r==— ?

To play gradually lighter and lighter ; this may also

destroy the natural accent \ e. g.

• A f A

JJJJIJJJJ!l i ! I I

4| 9 € 9

Sometimes the cresc*^ and dim^ do not wholly destroy

the natural accent
;

particularly is this the case when
they are long: e, q.

i! JJ JJ

1

JJJJIJJJJ I JJJJiJJJJ 0009
Cresc° Dim°.

In the above example, the regular accent is slightly

observed, but each measure as a whole, is louder than the

one before it until the dim*^ ; then each measure as a

whole, is lighter than the one before it.
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What is the perfect swell ?

It is a cresc*^, immediately followed by a dim°, and is

indicated thus, ^'==Z "1^:===—
What is the effect of a slur, placed over or under two notes ?

The first is struck strong and held its whole time ; the

second is struck lightly, and the finger raised immedi-
ately; this mark often inverts the natural accent; e. g.

-N-, 1 N-

In this example, the first note, which is naturally

unaccented, becomes accented by the slur, while the

second, which is naturally the strongest note in the

measure, becomes lighter than the first. The natural,

comparative power of the third and fourth, and of the

fifth and sixth, are also reversed by the slurs.

In what case does the slur over two notes make the natural

accent stronger, mstead of reversmg it ?

When it is drawn from a stronger to a weaker part of

the measure ; e. g.

N N-

I
ftz=

What is the meaning of Forzando ?

It signifies that the note is to be struck with an accent;

the strength of the accent must be proportioned to the

power of the passage in which it occurs. It is abbreviated

fz, or indicated thus, > < A V

What is the meaning of Sforzato f

It has the same meaning as Forzando; and is abbre-

yiated s/, or sfz, or indicated thus, > < a V
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What is tlie meaning of Rinforzando f

It signifies that several notes in succession are to be

rendered with a strong accent. It is abbreviated rfz.

We have many other marks indicating irregular accent,

wMch may be found by reference to a musical dictionary.

What is a syncopated note ?

Dr. Weber says, ^'It is a note which commences on a

light, or unaccented part of the measure, or on a light

subdivision of a part of the measure, and continues on,

without interruption, through the I'ollowing heavier part

of the measure, so that the last part of the note falls on

a heavier portion of the measure than the first part;" e.g.

In this example, the second note is syncopated, because

it commences on the second beat which is unaccented

and continues, by reason of the tie, through the first beat

in the next measure, which is accented. The fourth note

is syncopated for the same reason.

Examples of notes syncopated by ties in lighter sub-

divisions.

In example h, the second note is syncopated, because

it commences upon the second beat which is unaccented

and continues through the third beat which is accented.

The fourth note is syncopated, because it commences

on the fourth beat which is unaccented and continues

through the first beat in the next measure which is

accented.
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In example i, the second note is syncopated, because it

commences on the second division of the first beat and

continues through the first division of the second beat

;

and it has been given as a rule of accent, that the first

division of a beat is stronger than the second. The
fourth note is syncopated, because it commences on the

last half of the second beat and continues through the

first half of the third. The sixth note is syncopated,

because it commences on the last half of the third beat

and continues through the first half of the fourth. The

eighth note is syncopated, because it commences on the

last half of the fourth beat and continues through the

first beat in the next measure.

Are notes syncopated without ties ?

They are ; e. g.

{k) il)

It will be seen by comparing examples k and I with

examples li and i, that they are in effect precisely the

same ; in example li, the tie makes the second note the

same length as the half note in example k ; in example

i, the tie makes the second note the same length as the

second note in example /, and so on.

[The teacher should here oblige the class to write upon the board

examples of syncopation, until he is sure that every member
understands the matter perfectly. He should also give them puz-

zles in syncopation to work out alone and bring to the class for

examination ; e. g., a measure in ^ time, containing eight notes,

five of which shall be syncopated.]
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Should a syncopated note be accented ?

It should ; because it takes the accent of the stronger

part of the measure into TV'hich it continues ; the pupil

must remember, therefore, that syncopation always

•inverts the accent.

What is the meaning of the word syncopation ?

It is from a Greek word which signifies cutting in two,

or cutting in pieces ; applied musically, it means that

the duration of the tone is broken in upon by the en-

trance of a heavier part of the measure.

In music of two or more parts, we sometimes find only

one part syncopated, while the other parts have notes

which are struck on the entrance of the heavy parts of

the measure ; e. g.

^tzE q=q=i:

Whether this is the case, or whether all parts are

syncopated, makes but little difference in the effect,

because every beat of time is so felt by both player and
listener, that, in either case,the syncopated note is as

effectually broken.
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CHAPTER YIII.

PEDALS

What is a pedal ?

Pedal is from a ward which, signifies foot, and, in

musical instruments, always refers to something used by

the foot. On the organ, the pedals are a set of keys to

be played by the feet. On the harp, the pedals are used

to change the scale or key in which the person is playing.

How many pedals has the piano ?

Two ; the soft pedal, used by the left foot, and the loud

pedal, used by fhe right foot.

What is the effect of the soft pedal on a square piano ?

It shuts pieces of felt upon the strings, thereby soften-

ing the sound; but the mechanical arrangement is such,

that it cannot be relied upon to produce an even quality

of tone throughout. Therefore, the soft pedal of a square

piano should be rarely used.

What was the effect of the soft pedal on grand pianos in former

times ?

The hammers of the old grand piano struck two

strings ; when the soft pedal was put down, it shifted

the keyboard to the right, causing the hammers to strike

only one string.

What was the mark for the use of this pedal ?

Una Corde, abbreviated U. C, meaning one string.
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What is the effect of the soft pedal on the grand piano of the

present day ?

The grand piano now has three strings for each ham-

mer, and the soft pedal shifts the keyboard, allowing the

hammers to strike two strings, instead of one, as in the

old grand. But the mark U. C, is still retained to sig-

nify this pedal.

What would now be more correct than Una Corde ?

Due Corde, which signifies two strings ; this is occas-

sionally seen, but not often. The pupil must, therefore,

remember that both Una Corde and Due Corde mean the

soft pedal of the grand piano ; but, when playing a square,

if the soft pedal is clear and distinct, it must be used at

the occurrence of either of these marks.

What other marks indicate the soft pedal ?

Pianissimo, abbreviatedjt?;?, or an exaggeratedJ9m?^^55?'w^o,

abb. ppp, indicate this pedal for both grand and square.

If the soft pedal produces a smothered, blurred sound

in the square, then the pupil must use the most delicate

possible touch without the pedal.

What direction have we for letting up this pedal ?

When it has been put down at Una Corde or Dne Corde,

it must be raised at Tre Corde, which signifies three

strings, or at Tutte le Corde, which signifies all the strings.

When it has been put down at pp, or ppp, it must be

raised at forte, abb. /., or at fortissimo, abb. ff, or at fff,

which is an exaggerated /or^m/mo.

What is the meaning of Una Corde Sin alfin ?

Soft pedal to the end.
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What are the dampers of the piano ?

Thej are a set of felts which, when the fingers are

lifted from the keys, shut instantly upon the strings to

stop their yibration.

What is the effect of the loud pedal ?

It raises the dampers from all the strings and holds

them off, while it remains down ; therefore, all the strings,

struck while that is down, go on vibrating for many

seconds.

May this pedal he much used ?

It can only be used with the greatest care, because,

after playing perhaps twenty measures with it down,

every string struck during those measures is still sound-

ing, almost as distinctly as if all had been struck at one

blow. The consequence of this would, generally, be

intolerable discord. The best way to appreciate exactly

the effect of this pedal, particularly in a run, is, to let

seven persons sing in succession each, one sound in the

scale, and each continue his tone, till all have sung, and

then go on sounding together a few seconds. Let pupils

try this experiment, and they will never afterwards hold

down the loud pedal while playing scales.

What is the only safe rule to be observed in the use of this

pedal ?

The pupil had better not use it at all, unless it is

marked by the teacher or composer, until he nas suffi-

cient knowledge of chords, to know what sounds may
properly be sustained through each other.

No part of piano playing is so neglected as pedal effects,

while nothing will so completely ruin a piece, otherwise

finely executed, as an improper use of this, so called, loud

pedal.
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By what more correct name is tMs pedal sometimes designated ?

Damper pedal.

When is it absolutely necessary to use this pedal ?

When we wish to sustain a sound after the finger

leayes the key. By means of this pedal,we can prolong

the tones of a melody in snch a manner that we have

the effect of a yoice singing with a staccato accompani-

ment. Many fine effects may be produced by a proper

use of the two pedals, particularly on a grand, but these

can only be taught by a teacher at the piano.

A careful study of the manner in which the pedals are

used in " Thalberg's Art du Chant/' is of great benefit,

even to a good player.

It will be seen from this that the loud pedal is not

used so much for power as for prolonging sounds ; there-

fore, it is used just as much, when the soft pedal is down
for a pianissimo passage, as in the loudest fortissimo.

What mark indicates the use of this pedal ?

Ped.

What tells us to let it up ?

Either one of the following characters : @ sjc ^

.

What is the meaning of Con Sordini f

With the dampers.

What is the meaning of Senza Sordini f

Without the dampers.

What is the meaning of II Pedale del Piano ?

The soft pedal.

What is the meaning of Senza Pedale f

Without the pedal.

Other marks referring to the pedals will be found in a

musical dictionary.
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CHAPTER IX.

TOUCH.

What is meant by touch ?

This word has two significations ; first, the resistance

of the piano keys when struck. If the resistance is

strong, we say the instrument has a hard touch ; if the

resistance is shght, we say it has a light touch ; if the keys

spring back instantly when left, we say it has an elastic

touch, &c.

Secondly, the word touch refers to the manner of

striking the keys and of raising the fingers from the keys.

Is the touch of the pianist a matter of importance ?

It is; a man may study and practice many years,

acquire much knowledge, great execution, and be able to

read with ease ; but, if he does not acquire a touch which

can be, at will, delicate and sympathetic, or brilliant and

powerful, he will not be an acceptable player. Many
persons think themselves fine pianists, simply because

they have practiced scales and exercises for years ; such

persons have only gathered together the materials for an

elegant building; the edifice itself, in its grace and beauty,

has yet to be reared.

When should a pupil commence the study of touch ?

All different kinds of touch, and all possible shading

should be practiced in the first finger exerciees, as soon
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as the pupil has acquired a pure legato touch ; as, thereby,

not only the aUlity to play in proper style is acquired,

but a liahit of obedience to all marks of expression is

formed early in the career of the student.

What is meant by a legato touch ?

Holding each \qjfirmly down without any relaxation

of the pressure, until the next Icey is struck. When the

second key is struck, the first must be instantly raised,

that the sound of the first key may not continue through

that of the second. This is the most important law of

piano playing ; and the pupil who has not learned to obey

it, can play nothing well, no matter how easily he can

read, or how many pieces he has learned, because his

execution is false from the foundation. It was this touch

in its perfection,which produced that singing tone, so

remarkable in the playing of Gottschalk and Thalberg.

Should the pupil listen to his own playing ?

Always; that he may know whether one sound sings

until the next one comes, or whether the sound is broken

between the letting up of one key and the putting down

of the next. The piano is the most difiicult instrument

upon which to produce this singing effect ; therefore, it

should be the earlier and more carefully studied.

What is especially recommended as an aid in this particular

study ?

To listen often to fine singing and good violin playing.

The great Thalberg studied singing five years under the

best Italian masters, simply to enable himself to sing more

effectually with his fingers upon the piano.

What is meant by a legatissimo touch ?

It consists in holding a key which has been struck,

after the next one or more is down, thereby continuing
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the sound of each one through one or more of the follow-

ing sounds. This should not be attempted until the

pupil has acquired a perfect legato and, also,a sufficient

knowledge of harmony, to know what sounds may pro-

perly be continued through each other.

What is a slur ?

It is a curved line drawn over or under two or more

notes, and signifies that they are to be played legato.

What is meant by a staccato touch ?

It consists in leaving the Keys as soon as touched ; the

time which belongs to such notes passing in silence,

after the key has been struck.

How is this touch indicated ?

Sometimes by the word staccato, or its abbreviation

stacc, but, generally, by round dots or pointed specks

placed over or under the notes. Those marked with

round dots are played mezzo staccato, or half staccato, and

such are not left so quickly as those marked with pointed

specks ', e. g,

^ ^ ^ r r r J J ^ ^' f
Mezzo Staccato. Pure Staccato.

When a passage is marked with both dots and slurs, how is it

to be played ?

The keys are held almost their whole time, the finger

being raised from one, only just in time to strike the

next, because a slur indicates a legato touch, and, there-

fore, the passage must not be quite staccato nor perfectly

legato; e.g.
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When the same key is struck more than once, how is it neces-

sarily played ?

More or less staccato, because we cannot strike a key

which is already down, until we haye first let it up.

Another instance, in which a note must be slightly

staccato, is when the next note to be struck is so far

away that it cannot be reached, without leaving the note

held. Even in this case, the pedal will sustain the sound

if necessary.

What does staccatissimo mean ?

It is the superlative of staccato, and means that the

notes are to be left as quickly as possible.

What mark is this, "^ , and what does it,signify ?

It is a pressed mezzo staccato, and implies that the note

over which it is placed should have a broad tone ; it is

sometimes made thus : ^ .

1

Where do we find the legato and staccato played at the same

time with different fingers of the same hand, or legato with one

hand and staccato with the other ?

In playing melodies which are written with an accom-

paniment; the melody will often be legato with staccato

accompaniment, or sometimes the melody will be staccato

with a legato accompaniment. To play well a song and

its accompaniment should be the study of every pianist,

whatever touch is given for them. The song must be

heard as distinctly as the voice of a fine singer; it is

quite as unbearable to hear a player drown, with his

clumsy accompaniment, the song he sings witii his fin-

gers, as the one he sings with his voice.

Thalberg tells us that " one of the first conditions

necessary to a breadth of execution, a clear sonorousness.
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and a great variety in the production of tones, is to pos-

sess in the fore-arm, the wrists, and the fingers, as much
flexibility as the singer possesses in his Yoice." He also

insists in the same work that, " young performers apply

themselves, not only to the mechanical execution of

written notes, but that they study the signs of expression

which serve to complete and translate the composer's

thoughts; signs which are, to a musical composition,

what light and shade are to a picture. In either case, if

these indispensable accessories are omitted, there no
longer exists either effect or contrast, and the eye, like

the ear, is soon fatigued with the same coloring, and the

absence of variety."

CHAPTER X,

NATURAL SCALE.

What is the musical scale ?

It consists of the seven tones or degrees and the octave

to the first, proceeding by a certain order of intervals.

What IS an interval ?

It is the difference between any two tones or degrees

of the staff.

What does the word scale mean ?

It is from the Latin word scala, which means ladder

;

therefore, the scale may be regarded as a musical ladder;
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the sounds may be considered the rounds, and the inter-

vals, the spaces between the rounds.

What are these scale intervals called ?

The longer ones are called steps or tones, and the

shorter ones, half steps or semi-tones. There is this ob-

jection to the use of the words tone and semi-tone, that

tone means sound, and it produces confusion to use the

same word with the two different meanings, viz., sound

itself, and the difference between sounds.

How do we distinguish steps from half steps on the piano ?

A half step lies between one key and the next, whether

it be a white key or black one ; e. g., from c to the black

key on the right of it, is a half step ; from e to /, and

from b to c, are half steps. A whole step consists of two

half steps ; from c to t? is a whole step, because it is one

half step from c to the black key at its right, and another

from that black key to d. From e to the black key at

the right of / is a whole step, because it is one half step

from e to /, and another from / to the black key at its

right.

Where do we first begin the scale ?

On C ; the scale of is called the natural scale, and its

intervals are all whole steps, except between the third

and fourth and the seventh and eighth, which are half

steps, making in the scale five whole steps and two half

steps.

Scale of C.

I »-«-^-
-^^=^=^-

o-13 8
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What are the mtermediate sounds named which iie between the

sounds which are separated by whole step intervals ?

They are named from the letter above or below them ;

if, from the letter above, they are called the flat of that

letter ; if, from the letter below, they are called the sharp

of that letter ; e.g., the key between c and d may be called

either c sharp or d flat.

What characters are used to designate these sounds ?

A character called a sharp, or a character called a flat,

is placed close on the left side of the note from which it

takes its name, on the same line or space of the staff as

the note ; e. g.

C sharp. yfc^H?^^^ D flat. fe^ZZIW
When one of these intermediate sounds has been used, and we

wish again to use the regular degree of the scale, what character

indicates the change ?

A natural ; and it takes the place of the sharp or the

flat ; e. g.

C natural, -fi^r *f D natural.

A natural then, evidently, sometimes raises and some-

times lowers a tone ; c, when made sharp, was raised one

half step; the natural lowers it by restoring it to its

former position ; d, when made flat, was lowered a half

step ; the natural, by restoring it to its former position,

jaises it.
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What is the effect of a double sharp ?

It raises a tone two half steps, while the note still

remains upon the same degree of the staff. The charac-

ter is made thus, M, x, or >j«, e. g.

C double ^ittitsiIElSi: D double^^^
sharp. "W s^^^P- iS

In the above example, c would be played d, because

twice sharped ; d would be played e for the same reason.

What is the effect of a double flat ?

It lowers a tone two half steps, while the note remains

upon the same degree of the staff; it is made thus, 7/
e.g,

C double flat. D double flat.

m.
Ws=z=mt

In the above example, c would be played on h flat ; d

would be played on c.

What character contradicts the double accidental ?

A natural.

How is a single sharp or flat canceled after a double one ?

By a natural and a sharp, or a natural and a flat ; e. g.

m te

In the above example, c is once sharp, h is once flat.

The natural contradicts one of the sharps or flats which
were indicated by the double accidental, and the sharp

or flat which is with it, signifies that one still remains.
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What name is given to any character whjcli alters a tone from

its pitch in the natm-al scale ?

An accidental ; by means of these accidentals, one note

may be made to represent five different sounds ; e. g.

I
=isz-—j:f]2zzd2:s3i:3ijfTzzi:J2lrsiL—

How long does the influence of an accidental last ?

Through the measure in which it occurs; in other

words, a bar cancels an accidental.

Is there any exception to this rule ?

Yes, if the last note of a measure is affected by an

accidental, and a note of the same degreebegins the next

measure, and, in the second measure, the chord,in which

the note occurs, is in the same harmony as in the first,

then the accidental continues into the second measure

;

by this exception, an accidental might last through sev-

eral measures, but rarely does. We sometimes find

accidentals canceled by the characters, several measures

after they occur, Avhen they have already been canceled

by the bars. Such canceling characters are unnecessary.

Are we ohMged to begin the scale upon any particular letter of

the staff ?

No ; we may begin it upon any letter, or its sharp or

flat, if we make the sounds proceed by the same order of

intervals as in the natural scale.

Is there any reason why the scale of C is really any more the

natural scale than a scale commencing upon any other degree of

the staff?

ISTo ; the proper order of intervals makes the scale of

nature, wherever it is commenced; but the piano is con-

structed with reference to the scale of as tlie natural
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scale, and therefore this scale can be played upon it

without altering smj of its sounds by means of sharps or

flats.

What other names are sometimes given this scale ?

The normal, and the typic scale.

What does normal mean ?

Regular, according to an established law or principle.

What does typic mean ?

Representing something by a form or model ; in this

application, it means that the scale of is a model or

pattern for all the other scales.

How is this scale repeated higher ?

By considering the eighth sound as the first sound at

a higher pitch ; e. g.

183456 7 8

How do we repeat it lower ?

By considering the first sound as the eighth of the

scale at a lower pitch y e. g.

iPt 7— 8-

8 3 456^-f9-^
-^- -G-

~&-^

9i^_=EE-^

What is the compass of tones of the human voice ?

A good natural voice, or one highly cultivated, can

sing three octaves of the scale.
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What is tiie highest tone ever reached by the human voice ?

Dr. Marx, in liis " General Musical Instruction/'

testifies to having heard a girl of twelve years reach the

four lined e (e), the seventh space above the G- staff, with

clearness and purity of intonation ; and her lowest note

was the little e, fourth space below the G staff, making

a compass of four octaves. 'No other instance of such

compass is known. Jenny Lind's and Mlsson's highest

tone is the three lined e (e); Madame Malibran's was

three-lined f sharp (Jf).

What is the aggregate sound of nature ?

That sound wnich is heard in the roar of a distant

city or the waving foliage of a large forest, is said to be

a tone of a single, definite, appreciable pitch, and is held

to be the middle/of the piano-forte, or the small, once

marked f (f ). This sound may, therefore, be consid-

ered the keynote of nature.

How did we first obtain a knowledge of this scale ?

It was discovered by Pythagoras, while calculating the

vibrations of strings of different lengihs. Its order of

intervals is a principle in nature, not an arbitrary crea-

tion of man.

How does it happen that this scale has C for its first letter,

when it would seem more natural to call its first sound A ?

The ancients named the lowest letter used in their

music A, simply because it was the lowest or first letter;

this is the A now found in the first space of our bass

staff. Afterward, much lower sounds were used, but this

A, while It still retains its name, ceased to be the point

from which they commenced to reckon.
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CHAPTER XI.

INTEEVALS.

[Very young pupils Bhould become familiar with thirds and

fifths, as a knowledge of these intervals is necessary to enable

them to transpose the major scale, and to form the minor scale
;

but they may omit the study of the other intervals until they are

eleven or twelve years of age.]

How are the intervals of the scale named ?

According to the degrees of the staff or the number of

letters contained.

Are intervals reckoned upwards or downwards ?

Always upwards, unless the contrary is expressed.

INTERVALS OF THE SCALE.

— A Prime ; because it consists of one letter,

viz., c.

A Second; because it consists of two let-

P— ters, viz ., c, d.

A Third ; because it consists of three let-

ters, viz., c, d, e.

A Fourth ; because it consists of four let-

ters, viz., c, d, e, f.
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y^ A Fifth ; because it consists of five letters,

•yjT ^ ^z •» c, d, e, f, g.

y A Sixth ; because it consists of six letters,

•^ ^ — viz., c, d, e, f, g, a.

A Seventh ; because it consists of seven
— letters, viz., c, d, e, f, g, a, b.

— An Eighth or Octave ; because it consists

;73; of eight letters, viz., c, d, e, f, g, a, b, c.

How are intervals reckoned when they are greater than an

octave ?

The same as if both notes were in one octave.

EXTENDED INTERVALS.

Octave, Ninth, Tenth, Eleventh, Twelfth, 13th, 14th. 15th.

-#- M=-f-~'-

Second, Third. Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Octave,

If c c is a prime, is the interval c to o^ also a prime ?

It is, because it consists of only one letter.

It follows then that there are two kinds of primes ; what names

are given them ?

The perfect prime, which is a strict unison, and the

augmented prime, which consists of one half step.
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PBIMEamm
Perfect. Augmented.

If we staike tlie same keys which make an augmented prime

and call them c, ^, is the interval still a prime ?

No, because a prime must consist of one Utter, and

c cb are two letters.

[Let class write perfect and augmented primes to c, d, e, /, g, a, b. ]

If it is a second from c to d, is it also a second from c to d| ?

It is, because it consists of two letters.

Is it also a second from cto <^?

It is, because it consists of two letters.

It follows then that some seconds are larger than others ; how
many kinds of seccnds are there ?

Three ; the major second, consisting of two half steps;

the minor second, of one ; and the augmented second, of

three.

SECONDS.

I F^75-
Major. Minor.

1^
Augmented.

If we stiike the same keys which make an augmented second

and call them ce^.is the interval still a second ?

No, because a second must contain only two letters,

and cep contains three letters, viz., c, dj e.

[Let class write major, mraor, and augmented seconds to c, d, e^
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How many different kinds of thirds are there ?

Three; the major third, consisting of four half steps

;

the minor third, of three ; and the diminished third, of

two.

THIEDS.

i -^-^=^gF^""-^,
m

Major. Minor. Diminished.

There are some reasons, having their foundation in

the relation of intervals to their inversions, why it is

better to make the diminished third by raising the lower

tone of the minor interval, as in the above example, or of

the perfect interval, as in fourths, fifths, and octaves.

If we strike the same keys which make a diminished third and

call them cf di, is the interval still a third ?

Xo, because a third must contain three letters, and

cS d^ contains only two letters.

[Let class write major, minor, and diminished thirds to c, d, e,

f, ff, a, *.]

How many kinds of fourths are there ?

Three ; the perfect fourth, consisting of five half steps;

the augmented fourth, of six ; and the diminished fourth,

of four.

FOURTHS.

I =1
Perfect. Augmented. Diminished.

If the same keys which make a diminished fourth are struck

md called <^/, is the interval still a fourth ?
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No, because a fourth must contain four letters, and
d^f contains only three, yiz., d, e,f.

If the same keys which make an augmented fourth are struck

and called c g?, is the interval still a fourth ?

No, because a fourth must contain only four letters,

and c g^ contains five, viz., c, d, g,f g.

[Let class write perfect, augmented, and diminished fourths to

How many kinds of fifths are there ?

Three ; the perfect fifth, consisting of seyen half steps

;

the augmented fifth, of eight ; and the diminished fifth,

of six.

FIFTHS.

E¥JE^^ ^

Perfect. Augmented. Diminished.

If the same keys which make an augmented fifth are struck and

called c «^ is the interval stUl a fifth ?

No, because a fifth must contain only five letters, and

c «b contains six, viz., c, d, e, f, g, a.

[Let class write perfect, augmented, and diminished fifths to c,

d, e, f, g, a, 5.]

How many kinds of sixths are there ?

Three ; the major sixth, consisting of nine half steps;

the minor sixth, of eight ; and the augmented sixth, of

ten.

SIXTHS.

s_"zzr_zj2Sizzzj:i;i2zi::^

-^9- i9-
Mmor. Augmented.
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If we strike the same keys which make a minor sixth, £eid call

them c g^. is the interval still a sixth ?

'No, because a sixth must contain six letters, and c
gjlf

contains only five, viz., c, d, e,f, g.

If we strike the same keys which make an augmented sixth and
call them c 6[?, is the interval still a sixth ?

No, because a sixth must contain only six letters, and
c h^ contain s seven, viz., c, d, e, f, g, a, l.

[Let class wiite major, minor, and augmented sixths to c, d, e,

/, 9, «, ^.]

How many kinds of sevenths are there ?

Three; the major seventh, consisting of eleven half

steps ; the minor seventh, of ten ; and the diminished

seventh, of nine.

SEVENTHS.

i ^^&- 9-G-

Major. Minor. Diminished.

If we strike the same keys which make a diminished seventh

and call them ^ aj, is the interval still a seventh ?

No, because a seventh must contain seven letters, and

d^ «i contains only five, viz., d, e, f, g, a.

[Let class write major, minor, and diminished sevenths to c, <?,

How many kinds of octaves are there ?

Two ; the perfect octave, consisting of twelve half

steps ; and the diminished octave, of eleven.
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OCTAVES.

iw i9-

Perfect. Diminished.

If we strike the same keys which make a diminished octave and

eali them <^ c, is the interval still an octave ?

'No, "because ^n octave must contain eigJit letters, and

rib c contains on^j seven, viz., d, e,f, g, a, l, c.

[Let class write perfect and diminished octaves to c, d^ e, f, g,

«, 5.]

All intervals of the major scale in which the keynote

is taken for the lowest tone, are either perfect or major

;

primes, fourths, fifths, and octaves, are perfect; seconds,

thirds, sixths,and sevenths, major.

Minor intervals contain one less half step than the

major; augmented intervals, one more than the major,

or the perfect ; and diminished intervals, one less than

the minor, or the perfect.

What is meant by the inversion of an interval ?

Placing the upper tone of the interval below the

original lower tone.

TABLE OF INVERTED INTERVALS.
^^-

Octove. Seventh. Sixth. Flft3i. Fourth. Third, Second. Prime.
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It is here seen that a prime, by inversion, becomes an

octave ; a second, a seventh ; a third, a sixth ; a fourth,

a fifth ; a fifth, a fourth ; a sixth, a third ; a seventh, a

second ; an octave, a prime.

The easiest way to find out what an interval will be

when inverted is, to add to the interval which we wish

to invert that figure which will make it nine ; the num-

ber added is always the inverted interval ; e. g., six added

to three make nine ; the inversion of a third, therefore,

is a sixth ; and the inversion of a sixth is a third, &c.

Perfect intervals remain perfect in their inversion,

major intervals become minor, minor become major,

augmented become diminished, and the diminished be-

come augmented.

ri

J
'

^i ^
ZJ

1y oo ' O o o
-nT>V \) 1

«J
Perfect prime. Perfect fourtli. Perfect fifth.

n

Perfect octave.

J

_A r- o O » .... . ^ ^
fr^
V V f'J

Perfect octave. Perfect fifth. Perfect fourth. Perfect prime.

I
"ST^ is: 15"

Major second. Major third. Major sixth. Major seventh.

i ¥
75" -G—

Minor seventh. Minor sixth. Minor third. Minor second.
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Vji.

S
Minor second. Minor third. Minor sixth. Minor seventh.

—\>^-
ii^E ^-G

Major seventh. Major sixth. Major third. Major second.

S^
r^-

1^ #^__^^i^
i^.:t^_^: Z5?:

Augmented Augmented Augmented Augmented Augmented
prime. second. fourth. fifth. sixth.

i
75- 15-

1*-'!"^—
g

w g? TIT?
^1

Diminished Diminished Diminished Diminished Diminished

octave. seventh. fifth. fourth. third.

VSL \\

^i^^|^i|^E|=tf^-^

Diminished Diminished Diminished Diminished Diminished

third. fourth. fifth. seventh. octave.

i^m^m"^-
Augmented Augmented Augmented Augmented Augmented

sixth. fifth. fourth. second. prime.
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Different authors giye different names to these inter-

vals ; e. g., they are sometimes called large, small, super-

flous, and diminished ; the terms large and small answer

to major and minor, and superfluous to augmented.

Every piano student, while young, should becoi-^e

familiar with intervals and their inversion ; not only

because it is a necessary preliminary to the study of

harmony, but because it greatly facilitates the reading of

music.

CHAPTER XII.

TEANSPOSITION OF THE SCALE.

"We have said that the scale may commence upon any

degree of the staff, or upon any sharp or flat, provided

the proper order of intervals is retained.

What is this change of pitch called ?

The transposition of the scale.

What do we call any tone upon which we commence the scale ?

The keynote or tonic of that scale.

What is the rule for the transposition of the scale ?

It is found that, if we commence the scale a perfect

fifth higher than c, viz., on g, we are obliged to sharp

one letter to bring the half steps in their proper places

;

if we commence it a perfect fifth higher than g, we are

obliged to sharp two letters to keep the order, and so on.
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It is also found that, if we commence it a perfect fifth

lower than c, yiz., on/, we are obliged to flat one letter

to keep the order of intervals, and if we commence it a

perfect fifth lower than /, tv/o letters, and so on. We,

therefore, find it to be a rule, that we commence the

scale a perfect fifth higher for every additional sharp,

and a perfect fifth lower for every additional flat, begin-

ning to reckon from c, which has neither sharp nor flat.

Scale commencing on g.

I -^. -G- JS-

1 2 3- ^4 5 6^ ^7 8

In this scale, the first half step occurs between 3-4,

which is right ; the second, between 'q-7, which should

be a whole step. If we sharp /, it will not only make
the interval between 6-7 a whole step, but it will make
a half step between 7-8.

As each sharp and flat is retained after it has once

entered the scale, they are all placed at the commence-

ment of the staff", instead of immediately before the notes

which they aff'ect, thereby affecting any number of octaves

through which the scale may be written, and also ren-

dering the scales easier to read. These sharps or flats

standing at the commencemsnt of scales are termed the

signature.

Scale of G- with sis:nature.

1 2 3>^ -4 5 6 7^ ^8

What is the signature of the scale of G ?

n Fj{ is therefore the first sharp, and must be men-

tioned first in reading a sharp signature.
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What is the keynote of two sharps ?

D, because it is a perfect fifth, higlier than g.

Scale commencing on d, retaining the sharp which has

been found ; the second sharp is to be found.

Here again we find the first half step in its right place^

and the second one wrong, as in tlie scale of G before /
was sharped. If we sharp c, the interval between 6-7

will be a whole step,, and that between 7-8 a half step.

Scale of D with signature.

•^ ^-
'&-

^-

2 3 ^ ^ 4 5 6 7 ^ 8

What is the signature of the scale of D ?

rj and C|. Ojl is the second sharp.

What is the keynote of three sharps ?

A, because it is a perfect fifth higher than d.

[Let class find the new sharp in this scale as the first two were
found.]

Scale of A with signature.

^-^zz=^:
-&-

What is the signature of the scale of A ?

F| Ci and Gi Gjj is the third sharp.
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Wliat is the keynote of four sharps ?

E, because it is a Derfect fifth higher than a,

[Let class find the new shaip in this scale as in the others.]

Scale of E with signature.

1 2 3^ 4 5 6 7

What is the signature of the scale of E ?

^, C| Gf and dI. Dji is the fourth sharp.

What is the keynote of five sharps ?

B, because it is a perfect fifth higher than e,

[Let class find the new sharp in this scale.]

Scale of B with signature.

77 ^ "^

1 8 3^ ^4 5 6 7.

What is the signature of the scale of B ?

ri, CS, GS, DS and Af. Ajj is the fifth sharp.

What is the keynote of six sharps ?

FJ, because it is a perfect fifth higher than 5.

[Let class find the new sharp in this scale.]

Scale of Fj with signature.
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What is the signatnre of the scale of Fi ?

F|, C^, Gi r^, Ajt and E|. Ej| is the sixth sharp.

What is the keynote of seven sharps ?

Cf, because it is a perfect fifth higher than/f.

[Let class find the new sharp in this scale.]

Scale of C| with signature,

3 4: 5 6 7^
What is the signature of the scale of seven sharps ?

- Fj}, Gjj, Gjl, Dj, Ajj, Ejj and Bj|. Bjjis the seventh sharp.

What is the keynote of eight sharps ?

gI; because it is a perfect fifth higher than ci.

Scale commencing on g^, before the eighth sharp is added.

•^ 1 2 3^ 4 5 6 7 8

We find in the above scale a half step between 6-7,

viz., between EI and FS. F, being already once sharp,

must be double sharped in order to make this interval a

whole step. This will also make a half step between 7-8.

Scale of G| with signature.

•^ 12 3.^ 4 5 6 7
8~

If we transpose the scale again a perfect fifth higher,

v\re shall have D| for the keynote, and Cx for the ninth
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sharp, and so on, going again through the same round

of keynotes, except that each one will be a half step

higher, and every sharp will be a double sharp.

What is the keynote of one flat ? .

F, because it is a perfect fifth lower than c.

Scale commencing on F ; the flat to be fomid.

I
-&-

-G-
:g-

Here we find a whole step between 3-4 ; 3 cannot be

raised, because that would change interval between 2-3

;

therefore, 4 must be flatted, and this change makes the

interval between 3-4 a half step, and that between 4-5 a

whole step.

Scale of F with signature.

\m 1 _. f^ G ' ~1M L_ ^ O ^ "

\^v _ ^ O '-^ 1

V\) tJ n

"What is the signature of the scale of F ?

Bk B is the first flat.

What is the keynote of two flats ?

B1^, because it is a perfect fifth below/.

[Let class find the second flat as the first was found.]

Scale of B^ with signature.
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What is the signature of the scale of B[? ?

Bb and El?. E is the second flat.

What is the keynote of three flats ?

Eb, because it is a perfect fifth, lower tlian V^.

[Let class find the new flat in this scale.]

I
Scale of E^ with signature.

-G-

-^.

1 2 3> . 4 5 6 7

What is the signature of the scale of E^ ?

Bb, Eb and At?. A is the third flat.

What is the keynote of four flats ?

A>, because it is a perfect fifth lower than 4^*

[Let class find the new flat in this scale.]

/!_ 1.

Scale of A[? with signature.
•^

y 1? y in ^ ^
W^'^' ^ ^#—^ . „ 7~z :r—. r-^

What is the signature of the scale of A|> ?

Bb, E^, Ab and Dk D is the fourth flat.

What is the keynote of five flats ?

Db, because it is a perfect fifth lower than a^.

[Let class find the new flat in this scale.]

Scale of Dj? with signature.

2?1
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What is the signature of the scale of Dl? ?

B^, 'E>, A^ D^ and Gk G is the fifth flat.

What is the keynote of six flats ?

Gb, becanse it is a perfect fifth lower than d^,

[Let class find the new flat in this scale.]

Scale of Gb with signature.

fe2=:zr-=—-^zs=^=f
j2-

:s

1 2 3 4: 5 6 -J

What is the signature of the scale of Gl? ?

Bb, I>, Ab, DK G> and Cb. is the sixth flat.

What is the keynote of seven flats ?

Cb, because it is a perfect fifth lower than ^.

[Let class find the new flat in this scale.]

Scale of cb with signature.

I^S -6>-^^_„
1 3 3> 4 5 6 7 . ,8

What is the signature of the scale of Cb ?

Bb, Eb, Ai', Db, Gb, cb and Fb. I is the seventh flat.

What is the keynote of eight flats ?

rb, because it is a perfect fifth lower than cb.

Scale commencing on F^, before the eighth flat is added.
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Here we find a whole step between 3-4 ; 3 cannot be

raised, because that would change the interval between

2-3 ; therefore, 4, which is already flat, must be double

flatted, and this will make a half step between 3-4, and

a whole step between 4-5.

Scale of Fb with signature.

-^—

1

~&-

What is the signature of the scale of F^ ?

Bbb, I>, A>, Yh, G>, C^ and Fk Bb^ is the eighth flat.

In this manner, we can transpose this scale farther,

but, as we never use more than seven sharps or seven

flats, such transposition is useless, except by way of

showing why it is useless.

The keynote of eight sharps is ^; the keynote of four

flats is «b, which gives the scale at precisely the same

pitch and is much easier to read. The keynote of eight

flats is /h—the same as e—which only has a signature of

four sharps, and is therefore preferable.

[The teacher should now test the class with the following

questions

:

What is the keynote of the natural scale ? Of seven sharps ?

Of seven flats ? Of six sharps ? Of six flats ? Of five sharps ?

Of five flats ? Of four sharps ? Of four flats ? Of three sharps ?

Of three flats ? Of two sharps ? Of two flats ? Of one sharp ?

Of one flat ?

What is the signature of the scale of C? Of Cj? Of €[??

Of D? Of D{7? Of E? Of Eb? Of F? Of F|? Of G?
OfG^? OfA? OfAl?? OfB? OfBb?
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What is the seventh sharp? The seventh flat? The sixth

sharp ? The sixth flat ? The fifth sharp ? The fifth flat ? The

fourth sharp ? The fourth flat ? The third sharp ? The third

flat ? The second sharp ? The second flat ? The first sharp ?

The first flat ?]

Knowing the order of the sharps, what is an easy way to recol-

lect keynotes of the sharp scales ?

The keynote of every sharp scale is the next letter

above the sharp which is added in the scale ; e. g., Oj is

the sharp added in the scale of two sharps ; D, the next

letter above C|is the keynote.

Knowing the flats, what is an easy way to recollect the keynotes

of the flat scales ?

The first flat is the keynote of two flats ; the second,

of three flats, and so on.

What name do we give to all these scales taken collectively ?

Major scales
;

principally, from the fact that they all

have a major third; e.g., the third of the scale of C is E;

from C to E is a major third. The third of the scale of

D is Ej; from D to FJI is a major third, &c.

What is the meaning of the sharps or flats found at the com-

mencement of a piece of music ?

'They are called the signature, and they show in what

scale the piece is written, and, consequently, that all the

letters which are sharped or flatted in the signature are

to be so altered throughout the piece.

What does an accidental indicate with regard to the scale ?

Generally, a temporary modulation into another scale

;

e. g , if a piece commences in C, and, after a while, we
find Ef as an accidental, it indicates that the piece is in

G as far as the accidental coniinues. It is impossible at

this stage of the pupil's study to give rules by which he

can always determine in what key he is playing. The
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introduction of any tone which does not belong to the

key indicated by the signature is called a modulation,

but modulations are oftentimes so complicated that a

knowledge of the rules of harmony is necessary to under-

stand them.

CHAPTER XIII.

MINOE SCALE.

Have we any other than the major scale ?

We haye one called the minor or small scale. Different

forms of this scale have been in use by different nations

at different times ; at the present day, we have two, viz.,

the melodic and the harmonic form.

In how many respects does the minor scale, of whatever form,

differ from the major ?

In three ; it commences a minor third below the major

scale of the same signature ; it has a minor third ; and

its seventh is raised in ascending.

What is the difference between the melodic and the harmonic

form?

The melodic raises the sixth and seventh of the scale

in ascending, and in descending replaces them, according

to the signature ; the harmonic raises only the seventh

of the ascending scale and retains it raised in descending.
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Wliat is the keynote of the natural mmor scale ?

A, because it is a minor third below c, wliicli is the

keynote of the natural major scale.

Melodic minor scale of A.

7^8 7 6^^5 4 3^-^2 1

"Why are the sixth and seventh raised in ascending and replaced

according to the signature in descenduig ?

The seventh is raised because the ear demands a half

step between 7 and 8 in ascending all scales ; it is re-

placed in descending, because some maintain that the

whole step between those tones is not disagreeable in

descending. The sixth is raised in ascending, because,

after the seventh is raised, the interval between 6 and 7

is an augmented second, and those who use this scale

contend that no scale interval should be greater than a

step. Eeplacing the seventh in descending removes the

necessity for the raised sixth, which then also is lowered

to its natural pitch. The order of intervals, it will be

observed, differs from that of the major scale, the half

steps occurring between 2-3 and 7-8 in ascending and

between 6-5 and 3-2 in descending.

Dr. Weber does not consider this series of tones as a

scale in any respect, and he ridicules the idea that an

ascending scale can be harmonized differently from the

same scale in descending, as this one must be, if harmon-

ized at all ; because the chord built upon its dominant E,

in ascending, would be E Gj B, and in descending, E G
B. The Fj in ascending and the G^ and F^ in descend-
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ing, he considers transient occurrences, sometimes ren-

dered necessary by peculiar melodic figures, but never

essential elements of the scale. The fact, however, that

this progression occurs so frequently in running passages,

renders it necessary for the pianist to practice it as much
as any other scale.

Harmonic minor scale of A.

:^4

This scale has a raised seventh ascending and descend-

ing ; its half steps occur between 2-3, and 5-6, and 7-8

;

and it has an augmented second between 6-7, which is

considered neither incorrect nor disagreeable by those

who hold this to be the only real minor scale.

The pupil may observe that all books which give the

melodic form in single notes, give the harmonic form

when harmonized, i. e., when written in thirds, sixths,

tenths, &c.

How is the minor scale transposed ?

It follows the same law of transposition as the major

scale ; but the best way to find its keynote for any sig-

nature is from the corresponding major scale of the

same signature, as it is always a minor third lower.

"What is the keynote of the minor scale of one sharp ?

E, because it is a minor third below g.
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Scale of E minor.

-C^-^-

13 3 4 5

Harmonic.

7 8 7 5 4 3 8 1

=525:5^fc-fe
_6L_^^_

-GL-^-^.

183 *4 56 78 7654 1

Melodic.
Scale of B minor.

-s~

18 3 4 5

narmonic.

M-^r-&- & JQ-^

7 8 7 5 4 3 8 1

^^

18 3 4 5

=^fe^^^==EEJ^-&-

7876543 81

Melodic,

tft

Scale of FJ minor.

\f—'

1234567 8 7 654381
I
Karmonic.

^•t;^
-Q-.

-G--

3 4 5

J2-. -^

7 8 7 5 4 3 8 1
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Scale of C| minor.

Ill

'h^ ^̂^E^m^ -G-

123456787
Harmonic.

5 4 3 8 1

-G-^
^^i^£^fei^_;

-CL

123456787 65 4 321

Melodic.

tfP,

Scale of G| minor.

^ji^^^H^ -6?-
15^-

18345678 7 6543S1
Harmonic.

tf̂̂ s ^i^:^^^!^,^:^—
^-75

18 3 4 7 87 6543 8 1

Melodic.
Scale of D| minor.

WiJ l^^ite
1831567 8 76 5t3Sl

Harmonic,

fczr^-?
, X^ ^YJ^ -&—^

~d-&
^-&-

1834567876543 81
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Scale of Aj minor.

mt>^-&-
-^^^^^ii^t ^&

a:

12 3 4 5

Harmonic.

i&
78 7 654321

.,5a^:^x5^_^
^&^-

._^!5L-

183456 7 8 7 5 4 3 3 1

Scale of D minor.
Melodic.

;rEEE=^E3rf^3^I^E5:
-zr^-

^~G
12 3 4

Harmonic.

6 7 8 7 5 4 3 2 1

w--^-^^-
-¥^-%o^-&~

75-

12 3 4 5 7 8 7 5 4 3 2 1

Scale of G minor.

Jlolodic.

6^-^
-&- fe^^^i^ -G—rr—75'

123 45678 7 5 4 3 2 1

Harmonic.

-«-^'^-^̂
-^ :^zi^^-i^

^^::

234567876543 21
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Scale of C minor.

11;

* ^^££3* ^&-te-G-O-

1 2345 6 7 8 7 6 54 3 21
Harmonic

I
fc:

Pn G-O-fe-a S- :S=^

1 33456787654331
Scale of F minor.

Melodic.

i-^n y^-^i^Jssi^.

^^.
~Q- 12l

^^ZISL
^=^d

13 3 4 5 7 6 5 4 3 3 1

Harmonic.

l±.
fe=z—^-^r^SE^fe^:^
3?z^

-&
^-^-75-

Melodic.

^

12 34 56787654321
Scale of B[? minor.

-^-
-(^ -G-

-Gh-^ ^-a

133456 7 8 7 6 5433 1

Harmonic.

I
<5^
^^̂ ^_4^.^^_^<9~

-^i;.^-
*̂—G-

133456 7 8 7 654331
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Scale of Eb minor.

IHz -&-
-G-- a%^^=^msn^.=:zQ-^^ ^^^

13 3 4 5 7 8 7 5 4 3 8 1

Harmonic.

2

i^
fcfc -G^ ~^^i^:ijsl^ s:

-&-^-—
13 3 4

^
7 8 76543S1

Melodic.

4

I^ jQ-
G^

Scale of Al? minor.

^-&~^'
^-G-.s=

13345 6 78 7 65432 1

Harmonic.

r gzk
-^^SJ

54fi^^22_6^
^-^--^

^53
133456 7 8 7 6 54331

Those pupils who are sufficiently interested to pursue

farther the study of the minor scales will gain yaluable

ideas from. Weber's Musical Composition, yol. 1, pages

23, and 264 to 2C9 inclusive. Weber, in this book, de-

clares this scale "a thing artificially made—something

that is arbitrary—a structure of human intelligence,"

and not a principle in nature.

Why is this scale called minor or small ?

Because of its minor third.
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"What name is given the major and minor scales, taken collect-

ively, to distinguish them from any other so called scales ?

Diatonic scales.

What does diatonic mean ?

It is from two Greek words which signify through the

tones.

[Let the class be required to answer the following questions

:

What is the keynote of the minor natural scale ? Of one sharp ?

Of one flat ? Of two sharps ? Of two flats ? Of three sharps ?

Of three flats ? Of four sharps ? Of four flats ? Of five sharps ?

Of five flats ? Of six sharps ? Of six flats ? Of seven sharps ?

Of seven flats ?

What is the relative minor of A major

'

major? Of Bb major? Of C major?

major? Of D major? Of D^ major?

major ? Of F major ? Of F^ major ?

major ?

Give the relative major to each of the following minor keynotes

:

C, CS, D, Dj, E, E[7, F, F^, G, GJi,Aj, A^, B, B^.

Give the signature of each of the foUowing minor keynotes :

A, E, D, B, G, Fj, C, Cj, F, G^, BK ^i, EK AJ, A^?

In what manner can we decide whether a piece is in the major

or minor scale of the given signature ?

By looking in the piece for the seventh of the minor

scale ; if it is raised a half step by an accidental, the

piece is minor as far as the accidental continues ; e. g.,

the following passage from Beethoven, op. 2, has a sig-

nature which indicates either Ab major or F minor. E

is the seventh letter of P minor, and wc find it raised

by an accidental natural ; therefore, the piece is in P

minor as far as the E's are made natural.

Of A^ major? Of B
Of C^ major ? Of cb

Of E major ? Of Eb

Of G major ? Of Gb
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?z^EEB*
:=f
^-

The following signature indicates Eb major or C minor;

the accidental natural which raises Bb proves the passage

to be minor.

tf*-'

^^i-

In the following passage, Djj indicates a minor.

-0
Ifl-

... ^:' f^
^ ^ s fto ^

1

" 1

#—i=^3
- ^t~ ^ ^-S^^4=- - A -

L 1L J

The raised seyenth is the characteristic accidental of

all minor scales.

What is the characteristic accidental of the natural minor scale ?

Of one sharp minor ? Of two sharps minor ? Of one flat minor ?

Of two flats minor? Of three sharps minor? Of three flats

minor ? Of four sharps minor ? Of four flats minor ? Of five

sharps minor ? Of five flats minor ? Of six sharps minor ? Of
six flats minor ? Of seven sharps minor ? Of seven flats minor ?
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CHAPTER XIV,

CHKOMATIC SCALE.

What is the chromatic scale ?

It is a scale consisting of half steps only.

How many kinds of half steps are there ?

Two; the chromatic, which is between two tones which

are upon the same degree of the staff; and the diatonic,

which is between two different letters ; e. g.,

Chromatic half-step. Diatonic half-step.

1^ O-
7^- --G.'#^=

Chromatic scale with a natm-al signature.

I3P^"53«e^

I I ! I

--
J I, ! !

-

•b.-
A*-i- m^i

If this were written without bars it would stand as

below, because, as the accidentals of the ascending scale

are not canceled by bars, they must be used in descend-

ing to prevent unnecessary accidentals.

I M I I I I^^W^^^P^-^^^ MM-"^

^—^H-M l-H-H—)-

:±

^^^^^^^^m^mw
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Can we write this scale with any signature ?

We can, but in strict accordance with that signature.

This is done by always using the signature before it is

contradicted, and by never using an accidental when the

signature will give the tone wanted ; e. g.,

i»
Chromatic scale with signature of four sharps.

^:jtfeJ±U-^^-
H—I-

iKi-
lt=--:

ut
î-h4-r- ^-

The second note is written e\, because if it were written

/ ^ it would require an accidental natural which would

contradict the signature before it was used ; the fourth

note is written /X, because if written g it would require

an accidental natural which again would contradict the

signature before using it, and with these two unnecessary

accidentals the passage would stand thus

:

n^m^-
This signature gives the tone/jj; it would therefore be

false to write ^b as below.

Chromatic scale with signature of four flats.
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The same tone in this scale reads /jj in ascending and

g^ in descending, because we ascend by sharps and

descend by fiats when neither the signature nor any

previous accidental gives the tone required. We have

eH? in descending, because if the tone were written d it

would require an accidental natural which would contra-

dict the signature before using it.

[The class should write the chromatic scale with all the sig-

natures, as it is the easiest manner of teaching pupils to read

accidentals readily, and to use them properly.]

Why is this called chromatic scale ?

The word chromatic is from a Greek word, signifying

color. It is said that the intermediate sounds were

originally represented by notes written in colored ink.

Hence the name.

Is this series of half steps, which is called chromatic scale,

really a scale in the same sense as the other scales, that is, the

scale of a key f

It is not, because, if commenced upon any letter,

it embraces every sound in the octave, whereas, a scale

proper consists only of the essential harmonies of a given

key ; e. g., the essential harmonies of the c scale are the

common chords built upon its first, fourth and fifth, viz.,

c, e, g,—f, a, c,—g, h, d, which, taken in alphabetical

order, give us c, d, e,f, g, a, I, c ; and the same is true

of any other scale.
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CHAPTER XY.

OENAMENTS.

Webster defines an ornament, " That which embel-

lishes ; that which adds grace or beauty/' There is no

department of music in which we have so few fixed rules

as in that of ornaments. Authorities differ on so many
points, and there are so many exceptions to the rules,

that, were a large volume devoted to the subject, much
would still be left to the taste of the player. In a work

so limited as this, only a few general rules can be given

and a sufficient number of examples to enable the student

to play understandingly the simple embellishments he

will meet during his first two or three years of study.

The only way to obtain good judgment and cultivate a

fine taste in ornamentation is, to listen attentively to

educated players.

The simplest and most common embellishment is

called a grace note, or appogiatura. It is a small note

prefixed to a large one. William Gardiner considers this,

like everything else which is effective and pleasing in

music, to be derived from "sounds of the animated

world." He says, " this grace is derived from nature

;

we never hear it but when the voice is under the domin-

ion of the passions; as in feelings of joy, supplication,

despair, rage, &c. The voice then, by exceeding its usual

limits, glances upon this upper tone before it rests upon
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the natural one, but when the spirits are languid, as in

a state of sorrow, it is but by an effort that we reach the

natural tone, first stepping upon the semitone below. It

is one of the first tones which children use, for in their

ecstacies or imaginary woes, it forms the most prominent

feature of their cries. This natural intonation, in the

hands of a musician, becomes tlie most sensible note of

his art."

This ornament is of two kinds ; the long and the short

appogiatura.

The long appogiatura is a note of half the length of

the principal note, and lies one degree either above or

below it. It takes half the time of the principal note,

and, therefore, strikes on the strong part of the beat. It

is distinguished from the short one by haying no dash

across the stem ; e. g.,

(1)

Written.

i^-^^-:^

'^

(3)

i!ife

Written.

^
^—t: ^i^

Played.

-«-

-r^'

G^

|^=t:

^
i-^i
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(3) Written. Played.

I
:p: =^
1^^^ J

^=t:
-^-

I
-^'-

f:
5=r=

i I

=^

(4) Written. Played.

$^ --t^.
3=1

L__i-r^?:_.4pj

--^=E=E^1

9^^=^
t^fc^-fea

i
1 1 1 -h--

t1:

(5) Written.

-^ 7^-
9-^
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Played.

123

If this appogiatura comes before a dotted note, it takes

two-thirds of the whole time ; e. g.,

Written. Played,

The long appogiatura is found chiefly in classical

music. The short appogiatura is dashed, and it is played

as quickly as possible, taking no time from the note to

which it is prefixed. The rule is sometimes given that

this note " shall haye no time." As it is impossible to

play even one note in no time, and, as it cannot take

from the time of the note to which it is prefixed, and, as
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the time of the measures cannot be disturbed by it,

therefore, it must take some time from the note or rest

before it. Let the time taken for it, however, be as Httle

as possible.

(8) .. Written.

Appogiaturas are sometimes found in groups of two

or more ; these are always played, like the single dashed

appogiatura, as quickly as possible, taking no time from

the principal or accented note.

(9) Written. Played

J

Written.
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Played.

125

(11) Written

|^?^^^±^
Played.

$=g^rf^fffe±^

(12) Written.

i
ba^^cfi M=t

z\z:

r—^—>-- f—^—^-
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Played.

aTH/—

^

—
w-i 1 ' b

la —f—>?- -s?-r-

The Mordent is an ornament indicated by the mark /w,

and it consists of two short tones prefixed to the princi-

pal tone. Its effect is similar to that of the double

appogiatura, and it, really, only difiers from that in having

its accent upon the first of the ornamental tones, instead

of upon the principal tone as in the appogiatura.

(13) Written.

:t.
:t:

The mordent is sometimes played as a triplet, thus:

Incorrect.

'J^-'-

_L/ _! « J -=—

A

p=f=^
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The following examples show the same passage, as it

would be written and played, were the ornament a double

appogiatura instead of a mordent.

(14)
"Written.

The three sounds which compose the mordent must
occupy only the time which would be given to the prin-

cipal tone, if it were not ornamented ; this embellishment,

therefore, sometimes requires very rapid execution.

A mordent, occurring upon a note which is to be

played with another note of the same bind, obeys the

same rule as when upon a single note. In the following

example, marked "played," the J at 2 must be played

with the ^jjat 2 ; the d at 3 must be played with the i at

3, and the three notes of each mordent must be forced

into the time of the single note to which it is played, so

that the even playing of the four sixteenths shall not be

interrupted.

Written. Played.

(15) 3_ 3
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The Turn is an ornament indicated by the mark fi\si,

and it consists of three different letters, yiz., the one

written, which is called the principal tone, the one above,

and the one below it. These letters are ^, ^, or |, according

to the scale of the piece, unless changed by accidentals.

An accidental, if above the character, alters the highest

letter; if below, the lowest letter.

The rapidity of this embellishment depends upon the

time which belongs to the principal note ; the order in

which the three tones are played depends upon circiim-

sfcances. If the mark lies exactly over a note which is

not dotted, the turn is played as follows : the upper, the

principal, the lower, the principal ; e. g.,
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In the aboYe example, the three notes forming the turn

are played rapidly, while the principal note is made more

prominent by being longer.

In the following example, (Cramer, Book 1, ISTo. 8,) the

four notes are to be played evenly—two to each sixteenth

of the left hand.

Written

ts^^Am^EEEE^EEEEE iii«^=^
Played.

\^^^^eeAeeAeA.
The reason of the above example being played in this

manner is, undoubtedly, because the movement is very

rapid, and the general effect is smoother than it could

be made by an attempt to make the last principal note

longer, as in the previous example.
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(18)
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Another similar example.

Written.

5V

Played.

I I
"!

I

i

| I

mmm-

t±

•^ -0- ^ "^

If tlie mark is over a dotted note, the note is played

first, and the turn afterwards; in such cases the last

principal note is played on the time of the dot.

Played.
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Similar examples.

(20) Written. Played.

,..^-f^|_^:

Turn upon a double dotted note.

Written. Played.

In the above example, the last principal note takes the

time of the second, dot.

When the mark lies after the note, the note is struck

first, as if dotted, and the turn made afterwards.
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(23)
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Written. Played.

Written.

The inverted tnrn is indicated by the same mark lying

in a different position, g ; it consists of the same sounds

as the regular turn, but inverted in the order of playing;

e. g., if fig. 16 were an inverted turn, it would be written

and played as follows

:
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Example 16 inverted.

Written.

133

& V— -0-

t---

Played.

=^&tEslE*rz^:
hi

—

\-

^^F ^-1— 1

—

^-

'EJ
The same rules wliicli apply to the regular turn when

placed after a note, or oyer a dotted note, apply also to

the inverted, turn.

Example 19 inverted.

Written. Played.

Example 30 inverted

Written. ^ Played

I
-J=FS=#f*?>-'pf^rfzd^t

Example 32 inverted.

Written. Played.
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The inverted turn is, at tlie present day, rarely indi-

cated by a character, but is generally written out in small

notes ; in such cases, it obeys the laws given for appogi-

aturas.

The Trill is the most brilliant and elaborate of all

musical embellishments, requiring to be executed always

with perfect distinctness, and, oftentimes, with immense

rapidity. The student who expects to attain any degree

of excellence in this ornament, must practice long and

patiently the "slow trill" in five finger exercises.

It is designated by the abbreviation tr., and it consists

of a rapid alternation of the note written with the one

above it. It consists of as many notes as the player has

the ability to execute in the time which belongs to the

principal note.

A short trill, if the next note descends, ends with the

principal note ; e, g.,

(35) Written. Played.

The above example being in rapid time will only admit

of four trill notes, making, with the principal note, which

jnust close all trills, five notes to be played to the two

sixteenths in the bass. - -
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In the following example, there is scarcely time for

five notes ; it must, therefore, be played as a mordent.

There are many cases of this kind, which would be better

indicated by the mark /w.

(26) Written.

tr tr tr tr ir

§±^^^^=EES

i^^l^^^^-^p:^

u
:t^t:

A short trill, when the next note ascends, should be

played like the conclusion of a long trill, Avhich is simply

a turn commencing with the principal note ; e. g.,

(27) (a) Written. Played.

//-
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Or, if there is time, two more trill notes can be played

before the finishing turn, as at 27, (J).

27 (ft)

A long trill concludes with a turn, if no other finish

is giyen ; e. g.

(28) ^
"Written.

The following, from Cramer's Studies, Book 1, No. 11,

is an example of a melody accompanied by a trill. The

movement being lento, the trill should be played in 32d

notes, with a clear but delicate touch ; and the notes of

the melody should be struck distinctly and held with a

firm pressure their entire time.



«!+

%

rr^

++

187

^mt
^1^

^1

4.

^

^_L.

HH-f
t

.•I

-^
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thereby, make this trill seem to commence on the last

part of the second heat. In this example, the melody

notes are struck with the trill notes. This is not always

the case ; in the following example the melody notes take

the place of one of the trill notes and are sustained by

the pedal instead of the fingers.

, . I t\ i\ '
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^m^ #H^
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CHAPTER XYI.

MUSICAL SIGNS AND OHAEAOTEES NOT MEN-
TIONED IN OTHER OHAPTEES.

What is indicated by dots before or after a bar ?

Dots before a bar thus.

indicate a repetition of the preceding strain
;
placed after

a bar, thus,

i
they indicate a repetition of the following strain.

What is the meaning of the word Bis ?

Bis means twice, and signifies a repetition of those

measures over which it is placed.

Bis. ]

1

vVhat is the meaning of D. C. ?

It is an abbreviation of Da Capo, and signifies that the

.player is to return to the beginning of the piece.
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After the Da Capo, how is the end of a piece indicated ?

By the words Fine, Finis, Schluss, or a pause over a

double bar, made thus.

m
What is the meaning of D. S. ?

It is an abbreviation of Dal Segno, and signifies that

the player is to return to this sign, g, or (S\s», or ^,
Sometimes the words Dal Segno are not Avritten, but the

sign occurs twice ; in this case, when the player reaches

the second sign, he is to return to the first and play until

the end of the piece is indicated by one of the same signs

which indicate the end after Da Capo.

What is the meaning of D. C. al Segno ?

It signifies that the player is to return to the first sign,

which, in this case, will be found at or near the begin-

ning.

What is the use of the figures 1, 2, or 1 ma Volta, 2 da Volt a

placed over one or more measures ?

These figures are abbreviations of Prima Volta and

Seconda Volta; they are accompanied by dots at the dou-

ble bar and placed under slurs, and signify that, on the

repetition of the passage, the player is to omit the meas-

ures marked 1 or Ima Volta, and play the measures

marked 2 or 2 da Volta.

What is the meaning of the word Opus, abb. Op. ?

It is used by composers in connection with numbers

to designate their works; e.g., Beethoven, op. 50, signifies

that the piece is the fiftieth composition of Beethoven.

What other words are used for the same purpose ?

The French word, Oeuvre, and the German word, Werk.
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What is the use of a curved or waved line placed before a chord?

(See following ex. at 1.)

It signifies that the notes are not to be played quite

together, but successively from the lowest upwards,

always continuing every sound of the chord until the

highest is struck, and they are all heard sounding toge-

ther. If the reach is so great that the hands cannot

sustain them all, as at 2, the pedal must be used to sus-

tain them. If a rolled chord is given for each hand, as

at 3, the lowest note in the left hand must be struck with

the lowest note in the right hand, and so on to the high-

est. If a rolled chord is given in both hands, ^nd the

waved line before them extends unbroken from the lowest

note of the bass to the highest note of the treble, as at 4,

the left hand chord is rolled first and then the right hand,

both hands sustaining their tpnes.

(1)

What is the use of two stems to one note ?

The stem indicating the greater length of note shows

how long the note is to be held, and the stem which

indicates the shorter length of note shows how long be-

fore the next note is struck ; e. ^.,
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ggti^g^gg
In this example, the first note has a stem indicating a

half note; it -is therefore lield down through the next

three notes. The stem of the same note which turns up
indicates that the second note is struck after the first

has been held the time of an eighth. In the second

measure, the two heads have the same meaning as the

two stems in the first measure, except that tlie long note

is ield the time of a whole note, instead of a half note.

The two heads are necessary, because a whole note can-

not have a stem.

When It becomes necessary to indicate which hand is to play a
certain passage, how is it done ?

By letters or words placed over or under the notes, as

follows

;

R.H.,

M. D.,—Mano Destra. {Italian)

M. D.,—Main Droit. {French)

L. H.,

M. S.,—Mano Sinistra. {Italian)

M. G.,—Main Gauche. {French) " "

What is the meaning of Yolti Subito, abb. V. S. ?

Volti means turn over ; Subito, quickly. These words

are placed at the bottom of a page to indicate that the

player must make no break in the time when he turns

the leaf.

Right Hand.
a a

(C a

Left Hand.
(C a
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What is a direct ?

It is made thus, rw, and is placed at the end of a staff

or bottom of a page upon the same line or space npon

which the next note is written, that the player may be

prepared for it and not break the time. It is found

mostly in yery old music.

What is the meaning of a figure 8 placed over or under any note ?

When placed under a note, it signifies that the player

is to add the note which is an octave below ; when placed

over a note, he is to add the note which is an octave

above ; e. g.,

Written. Played. Written. Played.

8 -^

^
8 —f-

In what manner are the keynotes of pieces often indicated in

music lists and indexes ?

By syllables instead of letters.

Syllables answering to letters of the scale.

0. D. E. F. G. A. B. 0.

Ut.orDo. Ee. Mi. Ea. Sol. La. Si. Do.

E. g. In the index of a book of Sonates, if we see No.

1, La majeuTy we understand that the first Sonate is in

the key of A major, &c.

What is the meaning of the word Dur f

It means major; e. g., D. Dur signifies D major.

What is the meaning of Moll ?

Minor ; e. g.y A Moll signifies A minor.
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What is the meanmg of a small s affixed to a large letter as the

designation of a scale ?

It means flat ; e. g., E s dtir signifies E flat major.

What is the meaning of is in the same connection ?

It means sharp ; e.g., C is Moll signifies C sharp minor.

What is the meaning of Dihze in same connection ?

It means sliarp ; e.g., Ut dihze mineur signifies C sharp

minor.

When a whole note has a line drawn mider it, like the turn on

the stem of an eighth note, what does it signi:fy ?

It is to be struck as many times as there are eighths

in a whole note ; e. g.,

Written. Played. Written. Played.

A half note, with one line across the stem, must be

repeated as many times as there are eighths in a half

note ; e. g.,

Written. Played. Written. Played.

Other abbreviations.

Written. Played.

Written. Played.

ww^^ji^iijiMw^i
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Played. Written. Played.

^^^^jj^^;
Written. Played.

Written.

Played.

^w-i^wrw 1^ w-^-n^wh^-ii-w-^ ^^

If the above passage were marked Tremolo, or with its

abbreviation, Trem., it should be played simply by mak-
ing a very rapid alternation of the two notes through the

time which would be given to two quarter notes. The
same is true of the following passage, except that the

tremolo must continue through the time ofthewhole note:

Written. Played.
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Written. Played.
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^^ n-H-H-H~-H-f^4—^-H^^ I I I J I I
I .1 1 1 [

W 9 &-^-^0^C-0 0-0 0^0 0-0^-0 0-0 0-^

w~w^
'4m

J I I

1 1 1 1

1

itm
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Written.

^
i!e

m:
8

Played.

EE^^^ESSaiS

e
z—Uffi

Written.

1^*.
L— Written. Played.
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Examples of the abbreviation of whole bars.
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Written.

Played.

±3£:tlE3g^EEES

^^mm
Written. Played.

••^
: LI 111 ^^ibl

Written.
d

d ^
Played.

^^mm.
% rhhl-H-h-

How is a passage played which is marked Glissando ? e. g.,
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The finger which is marked is turned over so that the

first key is struck on the hack of the nail, and then, in

the same position, the finger is drawn over the keys till

the highest is reached. This must be done strictly in

the time allotted to the run. In the above example, the

first glissando is to be executed in the time of a quarter

note. The second run is a double glissando. The bass

of both measures is a rapid tremolo.

There is no invariable rule whereby we can decide

whether an abbreviated passage is to be played as a

tremolo, or with the regular number of notes indicated

by the abbreviation. The teacher must decide for the

pupil until the pupil has acquired a general knowledge

of music. In music written for orchestra and arranged

for piano, like symphonies, overtures, &c., the roll of the

drum is generally imitated by rapidly alternated notes

;

such passages are always played tremolo ; but, without

having heard the piece, and without access to the score,

it is impossible to know positively that a given passage

is a drum roll.
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CHAPTER XVII.

TRANSPOSITION OF MUSIC.

What is meant by the transposition of music ?

Playing or re-writing a piece in one scale whicli U
written in another.

Is it necessary for a pianist to be able to transpose music ?

While the pianist is never expected to transpose diffi-

cult solos, it is often absolutely necessary to transpose

accompaniments to voices and to other instruments ; and

the player who does not learn to do this will always labor

under a great disadvantage.

Some transpositions are easily made, requiring only a

change of signature and the alterations of the accidentals.

This is when the keynote of the scale into which the

transposition is to be made is the same letter as the key-

note of the one in which the piece is written, but of a

different pitch. ; e. g., the following passage is in C ; to

transpose it into Cjj requires only a change of signature

and the alteration of the accidentals.
From Haydn.

InC.

P#^^

H**

mm^--«'
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The above transposition gives every note of this pas-

sage a half step higher than when it was in C, because,

in the scale of Ci, every letter is a half step higher than

in natural. Accidentals must sustain the same rela-

tion to the scale when transposed, as to the original

scale. To sharp F in the scale of C is to raise it from

its regular pitch in that scale ; to raise it from its regu-

lar pitch in the scale of CS requires a double sharp. E,

by the accidental flat in 0, is lowered from its regular

pitch in that scale ; to lower it in Cj requires a natural.

G, in the transposition, requires a double sharp for the

Same reason that F does. The last G, by the accidental

natural in C, is restored to its regular pitch in that scale

;

to restore it to its regular pitch in Ci requires a natural

and a sharp.

The same passage transposed a half step lower than it is in C.

>-
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In the above transposition, every note, though standing

upon the same degree of the staff as in C, is played a half

step lower, because in Cb every letter is flatted. The F
which was sharped in C, is made natural in CI?, to raise

it ; the E which was flatted in 0, is double flatted in Q?

to lower it ; G is made natural for the same reason that

F is ; and the last G is made flat to restore it to its

regular pitch in the scale.

What other transpositions can be made in this manner ?

Transpositions can be made in case of any scales whose

keynotes differ only in pitch but not in letter, viz. : D to

Db, or Db to D; E to Eb, or Eb to E; E to Ejf, or Fjf to F;
G to G\f, or Gbto G; A to Ab, or Ab to A; B to Bb, or Bb

to B. Such transpositions can be played at sight by any

pupil who is familiar with his scales.

To transpose the same passage from to A is more
difficult. "We must first find the interval between the

two keynotes, and then transpose every note by that

interval. A is a minor third below ; by writing every

note three degrees lower, prefixing the signature of three

sharps and altering the accidentals, we shall have the

passage in A.

In A.
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The first D in the bass answers to the first F in 0,

and, as that F was raised from its regular pitch in 0, D
must also be raised in A. C, in the second measure of

the bass answers to E in C, and, as E was lowered from

its regular pitch in 0, must be lowered in A, the only

difference being that in 0, E was natural and required

a flat to lower it, and in A, is sharp and requires a

natural to lower it.

The passage as it stands in A, can be played in A^ by
altering the signature and accidentals, thereby making
it a half step lower. But if we wish to play it a half step

higher, it becomes more difficult, because, as we do not

use the scale of Aj, the transposition must be to another

letter, yiz., B^ ; and this requires every note to be raised

one degree, the signature to be changed to two flats, and

the accidentals altered where it is necessary.

The pupil should now be able to make any transposi-

tion in this manner; but, if he is not, he should continue
this exercise with the aid of a teacher until he is.

Another method of transposition is by the intervals

and chords of the scale; e. g., to return to the first pas-

sage in C, we find the first chord in the treble to be the
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common chord of the keynote ; transposing that to Bb, it

becomes the common chord of that keynote, which is

B^, D, F, B\f. The bass of that measure is the keynote, first

in an octave, then in single notes ; transposing that to

Bb, it becomes the octaye Bl?, then Bb in single notes.

The bass of the second measure in C is the chord of the

diminished seventh built upon the FJ, showing a modu-
lation into G minor, the dominant minor of C. The
dominant minor of B^ is F, and the chord of its dimin-

ished seventh is E, G, B^ Di', and so on. This manner of

transposition requires the ability to recognise, at sight, the

intervals and chords of a piece. To learn how to tra7is~

pose is not difficult, but to actually transpose with ease

at sight is the result of years of labor; the pupil should,

therefore, commence the practice while young.

CHAPTER XYIII.

MOVEMENTS.

What is the meaning of the word movement ?

Literally, motion ; musically, it has two significations

:

(1.) The manner of motion ; whether in double or triple

time, fast or slow, majestic or playful, agitated or calm.

The time marks alone do not indicate the movement of

a piece ; a passage in | time marked Adagio, is a very

different movement from a passage in | time marked

^4Jlegro.
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(2.) The name of a piece or portion of a piece which

is to be executed in some particular time and style.

Authors frequently give no other name to their pieces

than some word which indicates the character of the

movement.

What is the meaning of the word Largo .'

literally, broad, wide, largely, abundantly. As these

words indicate, this movement is characterized by a

grandeur and dignity of style. It has been a matter of

contention among musical authorities which of the two

words. Largo or Adagio, indicates the slower grade of

time. Moore's Mus. En. gives Largo the third degree

from slow to quick, but musicians almost universally

consider it to indicate the first, or slowest movement.

The'Quatuor de I Puritani" is given. Largo, ^g time,

J\ - 132.

Laeghetto, diminutive of Largo ; very slow, but not

quite so slow as Largo.

" Adelaide," by Beethoven ; Larghetto, time, J - 72.

" Lo, the Star of Eve is glancing," ballad in Opera of

Preciosa, by Weber, is Larghetto, | time, ^ = 80.

" Lacrymosa," from Eequiem, by Mozart, Larghetto, ^§

time, J^ - 138.

Larghissimo, much slower than Largo, (rarely used.)

Adagio, sometimes written Adasio, abbreviated Ad%
literally, leisurely, slowly. This word indicates an ex-

ceedingly slow movement, one degree faster than Largo,

There is a diiference of opinion among musicians as to

the comparative time of Adagio and Grave. There is

more difference in the character of these movements

than in the rapidity. G^mz^eimpKes heaviness, grief and
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great grayity in the style, while Adagio generally ex-

presses tender and plaintive emotions. An Adagio is

often highly ornamented.

Beethoven's " Sonate Pathetique/' 1st movement, Int.

Grave, C time, ^ — 60.

Beethoven's " Sonate Pathetique," 3d movement. Ad''.

Cantahile, % time, J = 60.

Beethoven's Sonate, op. 27, No. 2, 1st movement.

Adagio, G time, J r: 60.

Mozart's 3d Symphonie, 1st movement, Adagio, C
time, J - 60.

Lekto—Literally, slowly, gently. It indicates a move-

ment a little less slow than Adagio. This word is often

used comparatively, as piu Lento, a little slower.

AN"DAirrE—Literally, going, proceeding quietly along

wiihowXritard. or accelerando ; neither slow, like Adagio,

nor fast, like Allegro. Modern writers sometimes say, a

slow, distinct movement. It is as impossible to give a

definite beat for this movement as for Adagio or Largo,

as it varies according to the style of the piece, always,

however, retaining the characteristics of quietness, calm-

ness and steadiness. The proper way to comprehend it

fully is to play various Andantes which are metronom-

ized.

Mozart's 3d Symphonie, 3d movement, Andante, 2
time, ^ zz 108.

Beethoven's 5th Symphonie, 2d movement. Andante

conmoto, | time, jh = 92.

Beethoven's 6th Symphonie, 2d movement, Andante

molto mote, *§ time, J . = 50.
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It will be seen here that the dotted quarter is given as

the beat note. The metronome will therefore beat once

for three eighth notes, thus,

Beethoven's 1st Symphonie, 2d movement. Andante

con moto, ^ =120.

Overture to Wm. Tell, 1st movement, Andante, %

time, J n 50.

Overture to Wm. Tell, 3d m.oyQTn.&Ri, Andante, | time,

JS = 46.

This word is materially changed by the addition of

other words ; e. g., Andante maestoso is slower and more

majestic than Andante Grazioso,

Ai^DAi^TiKO—A diminutive
;
gentle, and not quite so

slow and measured as Andante,

MoDERATO—This word is usually combined with some

other word, as Allegro Moderato, moderately fast. When
standing alone, it indicates a movement in time and

character like an Andante.

Allegko—This term designates a quick movement.

Its character is always cheerful, lively, gay, full of mirth

and gladness. To play Allegros, the performer must

have good technique, a brilliant and flexible touch, and

fine accent. Particularly, he must have the knowledge

of all scales so firmly fixed in his memory, and have

practiced them so much, that the instant he sees a run

he knows whether it is a regular scale, and what finger-

ing to apply. Allegro is greatly changed in character

and movement by additional words : Allegro Moderato
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is only moderately fast, while Allegro Furioso is rapid

and yehement. Allegro Ma N'on Troppo is not nearly so

fast as Allegro di Molto,

Allegrissimo is the superlative of Allegro.

Allegretto is the diminutive of Allegro, and is less

rapid.

Beethoven's "Sonate Pathetique/' All"", di Molto,

time, J n 144.

Beethoven's "Sonate Pathetique," Rondo, All% time,

Beethoven's 9th Sonate, 1st movement, C time, J -152.

Overture to Zampa, 1st movement, AlV". Vivace, time,

^.104.

Overture to Wm. Tell, 2d movement, Alt Vivace,

time, J == 168.

Overture to Wm. Tell, last movement, All% | time,

J =138.

'- Come, be Gay," Duet in Der Freischutz, Allegretto,

§ time, J\
- 108.

Beethoven's Sonate, op. 27, No. 2, Allegretto, ^ time,

a*
Presto—Literally, quick, to make haste. This word

indicates a very quick movement, much faster than

Allegro. Prestissimo is the superlative of Presto, and
denotes the highest degree of quickness. The Allegro,

although fast, has time for much expression of a joyful

character, but the Presto seems always as if the player

were in a hurry.

Beethoven's Sonate, op. 27, No. 2, Finale, Presto Agi-

tato, C time, 1 - 92.
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Beethoven's 5th Senate, op. 10, No. 1, Finale, Prestis-

simo, C time, J— 108.

Makch—This movement differs materially according

to the character and purpose of the piece.

Common marches for marching, in time, or | time,

are played with two beats at 104.

Tempo di Marcia, in Concert Stiick, by Weber, C time,

J = 126.

Grand Slow March, like Norma, % time, ' - 50.

March from Lucrezia Borgia, C time, J - 80.

Mendelssohn's Wedding March, two beats, 88.

Marcia Keligiosa, from Overture to Dinorah, C time,

J =69.

Beethoven's 12th Senate, op. 26, Marcia Funebre^

C time, J = 60.

Beethoven's 3d Symphonic, op. 55, Marcia Funebre,

I time, J\
- 80.

The following table of metronomic beats should be

committed to memory by every pupil

:

Galop, - - for dancing, one beat, 88.

Waltz, - - - " « « 72.

Mazueka and Kedowa, " " " 69.

Varsoviekke, " " " 60.

PoLOKAiSE, Polacca, " " three beats, 93.

Polka, " " two beats, 108.

schottische, " " " 80.

Quadrilles, " " " 120.

Tarantelle is given, by different authors, one beat,

88 to 100.

Mii^UETTE is given, by different authors, one beat,

66 to 80.
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Beethoven's 4th Symphonie, op. 60, Minuette, | time,

J.
100. .

Beethoven's 8th Symphonie, op. 93, Minuette, | time,

^L 126.

This gives three beats in a measure. The same degree

of rapidity could be expressed by one beat, ! , 42.

Table of the metronomic beats of Cramer's Studies,

Book 1, taken from a German edition, and given here

for the benefit of those who have no idea of their rapidity.

The pupil must remember, while he is practicing to gain

rapidity in these or any other studies, that, when he

plays so fast that he strikes wrong notes, or blurs the

tones by an imperfect touch, he is not only wasting his

time, but seriously injuring his execution.

CKAMER'S STUDIES, BOOK 1.

N"o. 1 - - J
" 2 - d.
« 3 - - /
" 4 -

fii

" 5 - - J
" 6 - V
" 7 - - J.

" 8 - 6
" 9 - - J
" 10 - J.

132 No.11 - - J - 76

- 100 li 12 - J - - 138

100 a 13- - ; - 132

- 104 a 14 - ^. - - 58

132 iC 15 - - J - 76

- 108 a 16 - J - - 132

92 (( 17- - J - 126

- 84 18 - ^ - - 138

132 19- - d - 88

- "^^ 20 - - - 88

No. 21 - 84.
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After Book 1st has been perfectly learned, the pupil

can easily judge of the rapidity of Book 2d, by compar-

ing the different studies with those which are similar to

them in Book 1st.

What is a pause ?

It is made thus, , and the player must giye such a

note more than its regular time. No definite rule can

be given for the time of a pause. Sometimes it is suffi-

cient to double the time of the note ; sometimes it has a

finer effect to make it many times longer. The pupil

must depend upon the advice of his teacher in such

matters, until he has had sufficient study, and heard

enough good music, to judge for himself.

What is the use of a pause over a rest ? '^

The same as when over a note, except that the time

passes in silence. The student must never allow himself

to pass a pause without obeying it, as, oftentimes, the

effect of a prolonged tone, or of an unexpected silence,

is greater than any phrase of music which could be per-

formed in the same length of time.

What is the meaning of ritard.? abbreviated, rit.

To play gradually slower. Players often commit the

error of simply changing the time- at once into a slower

movement. This is not a ritard. and has not the same

effect. When this is to be done, the word Lento is found,

or any word which signifies slow, but a ritard. makes

each successive beat longer than the one before it, until

the original movement is resumed at the words, A Tempo.

What is the meaning of accelerando ?

It is abbreviated accel., and signifies that each beat

must be shorter than the previous one until the time is

resumed at A Tempo. There are other words which
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change the time of a movement ; but for these, recourse

must be had to a musical dictionary.

A good timist must not only be able to play a move-

ment with perfect steadiness after he has commenced it,

but he must conprehend all the different movements,

and be able to start them in the proper degree of rapidity.

He must also be able to make aritard., an accelerando,

or a cadenza of whatever length, and, at the proper mo-
ment, resume the original beat.

CHAPTER XIX.

DIFFERENT FORMS OF COMPOSITION.

AccoMPAifiMEin:.—Any part,written for one or many
voices, or one or many instruments, which is to be sub-

ordinate to some principal part for voice or instrument,

and is to sustain or support the principal part and

heighten the general effect. It requires much study and

delicate care to play an accompaniment with purity and

distinctness, never overpowering the principal part by an

untimely forzando or injudicious use of the pedals.

AccoMPAi^riMEKT AD LiBiTUM.—One which is not

necessary to the principal part.

Accompaniment Obligato—One which is essential to

the composition.

Air, Aria.—a tune ; a short melody.
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AiB Yakie.—An air witli certain repetitions which are

more or less ornamental and elaborated, in which the

theme always stands out prominently from the back

ground of trills, tremolos, runs, &c.

Allemais^de.—A German dance formerly in |, now in

2 measure, with a slow movement.

Akthem.—A composition set to sacred words, some-

times consisting of several movements and adapted to

church service.

Ballad.—A simple story in three or four verses, set to

music ; sometimes, an instrumental piece composed of a

song and accompaniment.

Bagatelle.—A short, worthless piece.

Barcarolle.—A song of the Venetian gondoliers, in

6 or 9 measure, simple, graceful, and sometimes admit-

ting of passionate expression.

Bolero.—A Spanish dance, in | measure, generally

accompanied by castanets.

Ballet.—A stage dance.

Canoh.—A composition in two or more parts, in which

the voices sing the same melody, beginning one after the

other, like a fugue, differing, however, from the latter,

in that the parts are strictly repeated, either in a unison,

an octave, or some other interval of the scale.

CAJiTTATA.—A vocal Composition consisting of airs and

recitations, generally set to the words of a play ; it may
be called a little opera; sometimes it is more simple,

being written for one Yoice with full instrumental ac-

companiment.

Cai^^ticle.—A hymii sung in commemoration of some

important sacred event.
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GAxzojfE.—A complicated song of considerable length,

in one, two, or three parts,

Can^zo^stetta.—Diminutive of canzone.

Capeiccio, Oapeice.—a fantasie, in which the com-
j)oser is not confined by any rule or form of composition.

CAEOL.—Originally, a song sung for dancing ; at pre-

sent, a Christmas ballad.

Cayatika.—An air, generally with a recitative.

Ohacojs'KE.—An Arabian dance in | time and slow

movement. It has an accent on the first and last beats

of the measure.

Chaksok.—A song.

Chant.—A composition, part air and part recitative,

set to the words of the psalms.

Chasse.—A composition in imitation ofhunting music.

Cikque—Pas.—A dance in g time.

CoKCEETA]STE.—A concerto for two or more parts,

either voices or instruments, with instrumental accom-

paniment.

CoKCEETO.—A composition written for some particular

instrument with orchestral accompaniment, and consist-

ing of several movements.

Choeus, Coeo.—A piece for many voices.

CouisTET Dakce, oe Coktee Dakse.—So called be-

cause the parties stand in pairs opposite to each other.

Any lively air suitable for dancing may be called a country

dance.

CoTiLLiOi^.—A dance in § measure.

De Peofukdis.—A psalm of penitence.

Diege.—A mournful piece, played or sung at funeral

processions.
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Ditty.—A short, simple air.

Duo, Duett.—A composition for two voices or instru-

ments.

DuETTiifo, Duetto.—A short duet.

EcossAiSE.—A Scotch air.

Etude.—A study ; an exercise ftn the acquirement of

rapidity, strength, flexibility, expression, or any other

particular point in execution.

Fai^dakgo.—A Spanish dance with castanet accom-

paniment.

FAifFARE.—A warlike piece, generally imitating the

calls of the trumpet.

Fantasie, Faktasia.—See CAPEICE.

Fugue.—Literally, a flight; musically, it is like a

canon, except that the parts do not so exactly repeat

each other. The fugue is a composition of such vast

importance, is so feebly comprehended by ordinary stu-

dents, and so little is written upon it in books which

they can command, that we give the following, from the

pen of John S. Dwight, the ablest of all American writers

upon the subject of music :

"The Fugue is the vital principle of musical form ; it is the

prime secret of all form, the very soul of it. Whatever music

does not more or less imply the fugue principle, though it need

not be strict fugue, is likely to be poor and shallow music. For

fugue is but the logical development of what is latent in a germ or

theme. It is in music what the spiral law of growth is in the

plant. It has its prototypes in nature ; in the surf bUlows rolling

up the beach ; in the waves that run along a field of grain before

the wind ; in the widening vortex of the whirlpool and the water-

spout ; in the tongues of flame losing themselves and reappearing

as the fire soars and seeks the sky. It has its correspondencies in

other arts ; in nothing, perhaps, so strikingly as in those wonder-

ful creations of religious architecture, which are the furthest
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removed from mere mechanics and geometry, whicli speak so to

the soul and the imagination, and ahnost seem alive and growing,

as it were yearning, reaching, soaring upward while we look at

them—^the old Gothic churches. There we see the fugue in solid

form ; that is what Madame De Stael meant when she called

architecture 'frozen music;' there we find the same precision of

minute detail, the same endless echoing and imitation of motives

and parts of motives, phrases, with quaint particulars ; a thousand

pointed arches, clustered columns, cunning tracery, and, peeping

out of unexpected corners, exquisite or grotesque shapes of plants,

of men, of animals, and monsters, as if to include all the images

that ever filled the waking thoughts or dreams of man in history

—

all aspiring, growing to a climax, yet to the mind still hinting

further growth, still seeming in the process of becoming, never

absolutely done ; utmost finish in detail mechanically, actually,

but ideally suggesting still the Infinite, the unattainable in time.

This suggestion of the Infinite is what we would call the expres-

sion of the fugue. (Only, to be expressive, it must be a fugue of

genius.) Yes, in music, the fugue is the perfect type of unity in

variety. It is nature's own law ; the true instinct of genius felt it

out, obeyed it unconsciously by the inmost necessity of art and of

its own soul.

To be bound always strictly to the fugue form is pedantry ; but

not to know it, not to feel it, not to imply it even in free compo-
sition, is to forsake the real fount of inspiration. All the great

composers, the real creators whose works live forever,—Beethoven,

for instance, who did not very often write fugues as such,—work-

ing, by a true instinct, with nature and the divine laws of essential

form, or unity, still imply the fugue in whatever form they write
;

they have its secret in them, its law is in their hearts, the soul of

all their method ; indeed, so familiar are they with it, that they

need not literally present it. It lay at the basis of their culture.

No one is fairly master of the free forms, until he is master of the

fugue. That is, wherever there is harmony, wherever there is

more than one part, true art dictates that the parts move individ-

ually, that there be sure contrapuntal texture. Where Counter-

point sits down to work, Fugue looks over its shoulders.

And now we see why one never exhausts the interest of a good
fugue. There has been plenty of mechanical, dry fugues, results
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of plodding calculation, ingenious, learned, but without much
expression. But there are also live ones ; a live one never gets

hackneyed, never dogs and persecutes the mind like tunes in

fashion, which the street organs keep forever murdering, but will

not bury. Mere melody has in it a principle of decay ; it stales

by repetition ; and therefore the music that proclaims the Infinite,

the great religious music from of old, has worn the undecaying

form of fugue and counterpoint. * * It can no more bore you

nowthan can the themes, the motives, multiplied, repeated, echoed,

imitated, or contrasted, throughout the whole upward floating,

spirit-like, scarcely material mass of a Strasbourg or Cologne

cathedral. * * Right healthy music are the fugues of Bach, and

hearty too. To him the fugue form had become a native, pliant,

and obedient language, in which he could express himself most

readily. * * Handel, too, was grand in fugue, but far less

various than Bach."

In addition to the above^ we give the following intelli-

gent advice to a pupil, by Mr. Henry Carter

:

"HOW TO LISTEN TO A FUGUK"

''^If you wish to understand a Fugue, listen closely to the first

twenty notes or so. They are given out distinctly, one at a time,

and will be constantly repeated throughout the piece. After the

first twenty notes, a duet commences, in which the upper or lower

part must repeat the melody already given. After the duet, comes

a trio, with the same first melody in the highest or lowest set of

notes. When the trio is finished, a quartette begins, and then, as

before, you will find the first melody or subject uppermost or in

the lowest part. From this point, the fight thickens, and the

melody, in contending with the other parts, is often broken into

fragments. An attentive ear, however, will discover that the

mutilated melody is constantly struggling to make itself important,

and that it will always succeed in asserting its claim to promi-

nence in some part of the turmoil. Before the close of the com-

position, when point and coimterpoint, fugue and double fugue,

fugue in the fifth and fugue in the octave, have all contended for

the mastery, be sure you will see confusion conquered, and your

old friend, the first subject, triumphantly vaunting himself the
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unmolested conqueror. The reason people hate fugues is, that

they expect the melody always in the upper part, and seldom find

it. Hunting for the melody, when obscured by three inferior

melodies or accompaniments, is a source of keen enjoyment to an

educated musical mind. A musician, once in the habit of unravel-

ing and dissecting intricate figures, looks upon compositions

where all the beauty is on the surface, much as a chess-player

looks upon cards. In Bach's figures, do not look for contrasts of

light and shade, for quiet, sentimental effects, for dramatic power.

They have a character of their own, a healthy vigor of manliness,

as well as being full to the core of intellectual strength. They
may be compared more fitly to huge, sublime rocks than to sweet

violets and the charming forget-me-nots."

EuGHETTA.—A short fugue.

Galop, or Galoppe.—A quick dance movement in ^
time, of Kussian origin.

Gayot, Gavotta.—A lively dance in | time.

Glee.—From a Saxon word signifying music. The
term glee has, at different times, been applied to many
different forms of vocal composition. The old minstrels

were, at one period, called gleemen, and their songs,

glees. Duets have been called glees ; but, at the present

day, the word is applied to a composition in three or

more parts, sometimes consisting of more than one move-

ment, and its character may be gleeful or pathetic.

HORKPIPE.—A lively movement which took its name
from the instrument which was formerly played for the

performance of the dance.

Interlude.—^A short, musical sentence, played by the

organist between the verses of a hymn; any song or

dance introduced between the acts of a play ; a short

piece played between the verses of any song, or, as a con-

necting link, between the main parts of any extended

composition.
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Impromptu.—Something improvised, of no regular

form.

Idylle.—A sliort composition, of no particular form,

but expressive of some delicate thought or sentiment.

Jig.—A quick dance movement, generally in g measure.

Lied.—A song.

Laudamus.—A song of praise. Part of the mass.

Madrigal, Madrigale.—An elaborate vocal compo-

sition, in several parts, requiring extended musical

knowledge in the composer, and careful study by the

performer. Its origin is ancient ; its nationality, gener-

ally supposed to be Spanish ; the burden of its words,

generally, love.

Magnificat.—A part of me vesper service of the

Catholic church.

March, Marcia, Marche..—A composition in com-

mon time, whose movement depends upon the purpose

for which it is written. (See metronomic beats for

marches in chapter on movements.)

Mass, Missa, Messe.—The musical service of the

Catholic church ; usually in five movements. 1st, The

Kyrie, an invocation ; 2d, The Gloria, a hymn of praise

;

3d, The Credo, confession of faith ; 4:th, The Sanctus,

a hymn preceding the consecration of the host; 5th,

Agnus Dei, a prayer, generally sung before communion
and after mass, characterized by depth and tenderness of

melody.

XocTURXE, ISTottur:?^©.—A composition, calculatprJ ^ -

night music, from its serious, sofi".
'^^'--

ter.
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Mazueka, Mazoueka, Mazoueke.—A Polish dance

in 2 time, with a peculiar accent, and capable of express-

ing much and varied sentiment. The Mazurkas of

Chopin are the most celebrated.

Medley.—A mixture of parts or passages of familiar

airs, so arranged that the last notes of one pass smoothly

into the first notes of the next.

Minuet, Menuet, Minltetto.— A slow, measured

dance, in | time.

Noel.—A Christmas song of joy.

OcTUOR.—A piece for eight voices or instruments.

Ode.—An air or song.

Opeea, Opus, Oeuvee.—Literally, a work. If we
find on the title page of a piece op. 1, it signifies that

the piece is the first composition of the author. If op. 2,

it is his second composition. Also, a drama set to music,

consisting of airs and choruses, recitatives, with accom-

paniment of orchestra, and requiring elegant scenery

and all the stage machinery and decorations of the theatre

for its production.

Opeea Buffa, or Bouffe, or Bouffo.— Comic opera.

Opeea Semi-Seeia.—An opera half serious.

Opeea Seeia.—A tragedy set to music

Opeeetia.—A little opera.

Oeatoeio.—From the Latin word, orare, to pray. It

is a musical drama, the subject of which is taken from

sacred history. The finest music in the world has been

written for oratorios.

Oveetuee, Ouveetuee, Oveetuea.—An introduction

to an opera, oratorio, &c. It generally consists of several

different movements, and, in most cases, gives the audi-
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ence an idea of the composition which is to follow, by

introducing snatches of its principle melodies.

Pastoral.—A musical drama, the subject of which is

taken from rural life. The music is characterized by

sweetness and simplicity.

Pastorale.—A quiet, gentle movement, without orna-

ment ; often written in § measure.

Polacca, Polokaise.—A Polish national dance in |
measure, characterized by its accent falling often on the

second part of the measure. Like the mazurka, it is

capable of much and varied expression.

Prelude.—A short piece, or musical sentence, played

to introduce and prepare the mind for a longer one.

Polka.—A popular dance in | time.

Quadrille.—A set of five dance movements, called

"La Pantalon," "La Poule," "La Trenise," or "La
Pastourelle," and " La Finale."

Quartetto, Quartet, Quatuor.—A composition for

four voices or instruments.

QuiNTETTO, Quintet, Quin"tuor.—A composition for

five voices or instruments.

Rans Des Vaches.—Swiss airs, played by the herds-

men upon the bagpipe or alpine horn, while watching

their flocks on the mountains. These are the airs which

the bands were forbidden to play to the Swiss soldiers

during the French wars, as those who heard them often

deserted or died of^homesickness.

Recitative.—A musical declamation, written in J
measure, and performed by the singer in fast or slow

time, nervously and impassioned or calmly and sadly,

according to the passions expressed by the words. The
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recitative in the opera is short, consisting of only a few

sentences, and it is generally the introduction to an air.

Eedowa.—A Bohemian dance in triple measure, per-

formed in the same time as the mazurka.

Requiem.—A funeral service composed and performed

for the repose of the dead.

Reel.—A Scotch dance in f or | time.

Rhapsodie.—A caprice.

RoKDO.—A composition, vocal or instrumental, in

which the melody at the end of every strain returns to

the first strain, with which it finally ends. The melody

goes round, hence the name.

Saltarello.—A peculiar kind of movement in | time

;

so named from the jumping, leaping motions of the

dance.

Symphony, Sinfonie.—An extended composition in

several movements, written for the orchestra. John S.

Dwight calls it the "architectural massing of several

movements in a great symmetrical musical whole."

We append the following, from the same author, for

the benefit of those who wish to read something learned

and philosophical upon this form of composition :

" This form, we say, is not mere accident or imitation of one

man's success beyond its reasonable term of life. The reason of

it is to be sought in the nature of the human soul and in the cor-

responding nature of music.

How is it with us when a matter interests us and excites us to

that pitch of feeling in. which music steps in as the natural lan-

guage ? Our whole nature is engaged in it. The head, or thinking

principle ; the heart, or feeling, loving principle ; the will, or

active principle ; and more or less (amid these earnest powers) the

lively, recreative play of fancy,—all take part in it, all in turn are

principally addressed by it. Reason, passion, frolic humor, will

:
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these seek each its type and representative in the forms of an art

so perfectly hu.man and so pliant to the motions of the human soul

as music. If a matter taxes our reasoning, truth-seeking faculties

for one spell, it is a law of our nature that we then quit thinking

and only feel about it for another spell. We modulate out of the

dialectic into the religious and accepting mood. It was an argu-

ment, an emulous labor of the brain ; it has become a lyric of the

heart, a prayer, a hymn, a softly rising incense and aroma of the

faith and love and longing in us. And then, the more we have

been in earnest, the more naturally comes the reaction of frolic

fantasy and humor, the more lively the suggestions and "heat-

lightnings" of a quick, surcharged, midsummer fancy,—the scherzo

humors that so often flash from characters of deepest pathos.

But the circle of moods is not yet complete. Thought, feeling,

fancy, are but phases of the living stream that yet must ultimate

itself iu action, must rush into deed^ and so pour its life into the

great ocean whence all proceed and to which all tend. That is

the finale. Now for the musical correspondence.

The first, or allegro movement of a symphony, takes up a theme,

or themes, and proceeds to their discussion and elaboration. It

begins with a principal theme or subject; presently, with the

natural modulation into the dominant or relative key, comes in a

counter theme ; these two are developed and contrasted a little

way, when the whole passage is literally repeated to fix them
firmly in the mind. Then begins a sort of analytic canvassing of

all that they contain ; fragments, phrases of the one are blended

with or off-set against the other; the two propositions (often

wakimg up a number of accessory subjects by the way) are sub-

jected to a sort of exhaustive musical logic, till what is in them
is brought fully out and verified. By a sort of refining, differen-

tiating, intellectual argumentation, these themes are held up in

various lights, are developed singly and in contrast, and are worked
through various keys, abridgements, augmentations, episodes,

digressions, into a most various and complex whole, in which the

same origiual thread or themes continually reappear, yet with

perpetual sense of novelty, The intellectual principle delights in

analysis, in the detection of differences and distinctions. So the

symphonic allegro betrays a tendency to continual divergence and
escape from the first starting point. Here is an art type of dis-
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cussion, whose whole aim and tendency is unity and truth. What
a type of catholicity m thought ! Discussion, no denial ; music is

incapable of that ; Mephistopheles in music must make sad work,

or forget his nature.

Then comes the adagio, larghetto, andante—some slow move-
ment, which has more of calm, still feeling and unquestioning

religion in it. This is the central sanctuary in this musical

abridgement of man's life, which every good symphony appears

to be. This is the heart ; that the head.

The serious andante passes— sometimes directly, sometimes

through the frolic scherzo, and the minuet and trio—into the

rondo finale, which is rapid and full of the spirit and preparation

for action, full of resolve and fire. The sentiment which has

passed through the crucible of the judgment in the allegro, and

sought its divine repose at the religious altar of feeling in the

adagio, having traversed its intellectual and its effective phases,

now puts on its armor and moves on with alacrity for action.

(Though, in many lighter sjanphonies, it is more like a school-boy

pulling on his hat and rushing out of doors in pure animal spirits.)

It seems to act itself out with buoyant confidence ; sometimes

with sublime triumph, as in the march concluding the C minor

Symphony.

"

SoN'ATE.—The same form of composition as the eym-

phony, adapted to one instrument.

Soi^ATiKA.—A little sonate.

Strathspey.—A lively Scotch, dance in J time.

Sestetto, Sestuor.—A composition for six yoices or

instruments.

Septetto, Septet, Sepiuor.—A composition for seven

yoices or instruments.

ScHOTTisCH.—A dance similar to the Polka, but per-

formed in a little slower time.

Tarantella, Tarantula Dance.—A swift Italian

dance in | measure, so named from an old fancy, that it

had power to cure the poisonous bite of the spider called

Tarantula.
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ToccAiA-—Similar to a capriccio.

Trio, Terzetto, Terzett.—A composition for three

voices or instruments.

Valse.—A waltz.

Variations.—See AIR VARIE.

Vesper Hymk.—A hymn sung during the evening

service of the Catholic church.

Vaudeville, Vireley.—A street song, taking its

name from the town Vaudevire, where it was first com-

posed. A small play, a farce given after an opera.

"Waltz.—A modern dance in triple measure, of a

moderately slow and graceful movement.

CHAPTER XX.

RULES FOR FINGERING CHORDS AND
ARPEGGIOS.

Children may be taught to finger correctly, before they are old

enough to comprehend the science of music ; therefore the author

has endeavored, by using no technical names of chords, to render

these rules so simple that they may be learned (with the aid of a

teacher) by any child who can finger the first few scales. The
pupil should commence the practice of arpeggios and scales at the

same time, and both should be taught and practiced without notes.

As this is not intended for an "Instruction Book," we would
refer the student to " Method for the Piano-Forte," by William

Mason and E. S. Hoadley, as containing many useful and practical

hints for arpeggio practice.
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Those who are not familiar with the names of chords,

must study this entire chapter; others need only learn

the "Eules and Exceptions" giyen in fine print at its

close.

First, Arpeggios of three letters commencing upori a

white hey.

When the reach is an octave, the third finger plays the

next letter to the fourth finger, as in example 5 {l) sec-

ond group of notes in the trehle, and in example 7 ; or

it plays the third letter from the fourth finger, (counting

the letter played by the fourth finger as one,) as in the

bass of example 1, the bass of example 8, and the treble

of example 9.

The second finger generally plays the fourth letter

from the fourth finger, as in the treble of example 1, and
the bass of example 3. When it is necessary to use this

finger on any other letter, the necessity will be obyious

to the pupil at a glance, as in example 6 {a) first measure,

and in example 7.

Ex. 1.

If this chord is broken as in the following example,

the fingering is determined by placing the hand over an

octave at each change of position, and obeying the rule

for the use of the second and third fingers.
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Ex. 3.
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Ex. 5. {a)

31X31X3 1

The same chord separated differently.

Ex. 5.{h)

'.r. 6. {a)

XI XXXI

r^=ti=r-n

In the above example the letters, if struck together,

would be fingered as given, but if played as an arpeggio,

would be fingered as follows.
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Ex. 6. (6)
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8Ta.

•^* 2X12X112X1
Ux. 7.

|i^^|=i^^
i

p:t:
-I H

2 3 X 2 3 4

Example of an arpeggio commencing upon a white

key and containing a black key.

m. 8,

Ex. 9.

X 1 3 X

:?^=^i^E:E;

pi:
ff¥

:=i:

4 3 1 X

1 3 4-

-T-

43^ -^ a 1 X
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The arpeggios of the following scales are

ose given—G mai., E min., B min., A ithose given—G maj., maj., E maj.

fingered like

-ur niaj., jii mm., r> mm., j^ maj..

B maj., F maj., D min., G min., C min., F min.

Secondly, Arpeggios of three letters commencing upon

a black hey, and containing only one white hey.

The fingering of such arpeggios is determined hy
placing the thumb on the white key, stretching the hand
out over an octave, and obeying the first rule, viz., the

rule for the use of the second and third fingers ; e. g.,

Ex. 10.

In the above arpeggio, the white key is B. To deter-

mine the fingering of the right hand, place the right

thumb upon this letter, and the little finger upon the

next B above. According to the rule, the first finger

plays Df, and the second finger, EJ.

In the left hand, place the thumb on B, and the little

finger on the next B below. The third finger will then

play D|, and the first, Ef. The following is another ex-

ample of the same kind

:
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Ex. 11.

Thirdly, Arpeggios of three letters, commencing upon a

Uach hey, and containing tivo white keys.

The fingering of such arpeggios is determined by two

facts, Tiz., that it is easier to put the thumb under after

a black key than after a white one ; and it is easier to

put a finger over upon a black key than upon a white

one. Therefore, in such arpeggios, the right thumb will

play the first white key, and the left thumb, the second;

e,g.,

Ex. 12.

4^ ' ^ 1 ^ 3 X 1

The following is another example of the same kind of

arpeggio

:
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Ex. 13.

18T

I
-4-6?.- ^E=tit

.XJQ^

§!fellE
2 1X2

d=;

fEF:

X

Fourthly, Arpeggios of three letters, all of wMcTi are

Mack Iceys.

Such arpeggios are fingered the same as if all the keys

were white.
Ex. U.

fmm
'^%m^fAt

-^ • 2

::l=^=«:
1=-t

X

Arpeggios of four letters require the use of all the

fingers; e.g.,

Ex. 15

-^ Ti
^ ^^ 321 X123X1 Sll •^-H
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The same chord separated differently,

Hx. 16.

^^5*^5^
W hen the student has learned examples 15 and 16, he

can finger any arpeggio of four letters which commences

upon a white key, whether the other keys are white or

black.

If an arpeggio of four letters commences upon a black

key, use the thumb for the first white key in the right

hand. By this means the thumbs will always pass under

black keys, and the fingers be put over upon black keys;

e.g.,

Ex. 17,

1X1
^^H- I

- I ^ ^^ I

I - I
I i ^

2 1X32.

•^ ^* 23X123X12 321X32 ^Sl M P

X 1 2 3 X 1

^^^
X 3 2 I X 2 3X123
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The following "Eules and Exceptions " are given in this work by permission

of their author, Geo. H. Bangs :

EULES MJ) EXCEPTIONS
FOR FINGERING THE MAJOR AND MINOR COMMON

CHORD ARPEGGIOS.

Rule 1. Begin- and end each position with the thumb and

fourth finger, using the thumbs on the key of the same letter as-

cending and descending.

Exception 1st. When there is one black key in the chord, and

the arpeggio begins on that key, use the thumb of the right hand

on the first following white key of the chord, and the thumb of

the left hand on the second following white key of the chord.

This applies in ascending, it being the reverse in descending.

Exception 2d. V/hen there are two black keys in the chord

and the arpeggio begins with a black key, use the thumbs on the

white keys.

RULES AND EXCEPTIONS
FOR THE ARPEGGIO CHORDS OF THE DOMINANT

AND DIMINISHED SEVENTH.

Rule 1. Begin and end each position with the thumb and

fourth finger, using the thumbs on the key of the same letter as-

cending and descending.

Exception 1st. When there is one black key in the chord, and

the arpeggio begins on that black key, use the third fingers on the

black keys only.

Exception 2d. When there are two black keys in the chord,

and the arpeggio begins on a black key, use the tnumb of the right

hand on the first following white key of the chord, and the thumb
of the left hand on the second following white key of the chord.

This applies in ascending, it beuig the reverse in descending.

Exception 2d. When there are three b' ack keys in the chord,

and the arpeggio begins with a black key, use the thumbs on the

white keys. ~
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Dealer in strictly first-class

Grand, Square and Upright Pianos,
Eeed Organs, Melodeons, and all kinds of Musical Merohandiss.

Publisher of Sheet Music and Music Books, respectfullj'^ invites the public
to an examination of the above goods, at his new Ware Kooms,

40 and 42 FITZHUGH STREET,
Near the Court House. Rochester, NiYi



CoDflensetl DescriBtioii of Styles M Prices

OF FIRST-CLASS

Highly recommended to purchasei-s who do not want to pay an extrava-
gant price, and at the same time wish to obtain a GOOD, RELIABLE IN-
iSTEUMENT, at. its real value, and warranted for Fmi: Years, should
examine carefnlly the following List

:

Style 1—7K Octaves—Rosewood Piano, large, round, front corners,
ogee mouldings, round plinth beveled top, fancy desk,
carved lyre and legs, Patent Agraffe Treble. Length,
6 feet 8 inches ; width, 3 feet 4 inches $400

Style 2—7K Octaves—Same style of case as No. 1, w^th serpentine
mouldings round bottom, carved l3're and legs, Patent
Agraffe Treble. Length, 6 feet 8 inches ; width, 3
feet 4 inches " 426

Style 3—7>^ Octaves—Same style of case as No. 2, with extra
mouldings around top of case, carved lyre and legs.
Patent Agraffe Treble. Length, 6 feet 8 inches ; width,
3 feet 4 inches 450

Style 4—7% Octaves—Four large round corners ; back finished
same as front, ogee mouldings on plinth beveled top,
fancy desk, carved lyre and legs. Patent Agraffe
Treble. Length, 6 feet 8 inches ; width, 3 feet 4 in. . 475

Style 5— 7>^ Octaves—Four round corners, same as No. 4, with extra
serpentine mouldings around bottom of case, carved
lyre and legs, Patent Agraffe Treble. Length, 6 feet
8 inches ; width, 3 feet 4 inches 500

Style 6—7K Octaves—Four round corners, same as No. 5, with extra
top mouldings all around top of case, carved legs
and lyre, Patent Agraffe Treble. Length, 6 feet 8
inches ; width, 3 feet 4 inches 525

Large Concert Scale, with full Agraffes thi'oughout,
extra heavy carved mouldings, and extra carved legs, 600

UPRIGHT PIANOS.
No, 1—7 Octaves—Rosewood, new style, with full iron frame

;

Plain case $500
No. 2—7 Octaves—Same scale in very handsome case, with fret-work

panels and carved legs 600

GRAND PIANOS.
No. 1—7 Octaves—Full concert size ; three strings, overstrung bass,

plain rosewood case, double repeating French action, $1,000
No. 2—7)^ Octaves—The same inside as No. 1, with extra third

octave ; fancy case, with very rich heavy carved legs
and mouldings $1,200

For Manufacturers' Circular, or any information, address

JOSEPH P, SHAW, Rochester, N.Y.



MELODEONS
A.TST>

These instruments have become so popular within a few

years, that they form a very important branch of the Music

Trade ; hence, we keep a full line in all the

VuAlR,IOXJS STITLES.
Prices ranging from $60 to $600 each, in all the various

sizes, ranging from four to six octaves. Every instrument

fully guaranteed. I furnish them from any manufacturer

purchasers may desire, at the very BOTTOM PRICES.

A Liberal Discount to ministers, churches and teachers.

MB^B©M
We keep constantly on band both French and German man-

ufacture. Prices ranging from $7 to $12 each. They can

be sent any distance by express.

For Circulars describing the above instruments, styles and

prices, address

JOSEPH p. SHAW,
Rochester, N,T,
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GUITARS,
MANUFACTUEZD EXPRESSLY FOR MY

Wholesale and Retail Trade.

The following styles in fine rosewood and
maple finish^ highly polished.

No. 1—Solid Rosewood, Inlaid Top,
' 2— " " " " Plainer,

' 3— " " Plain, -

' 4—Rosewood Lined, "
' 5— " " -

' 6—Fine Maple, Inlaid Top,

7— " Round,
8— " Stained Dark
9~ (( (< i(.

lo- " Light color,

ll— u u «;

12— C( 1.1. u

Wood Guitar Cases, Spring Clasps, Full Lined,

Hooks and Lock,

Paper, - _ _ _ -

f40 00

35 00

30 00

25 00

20 00

15 00

13 50

12 00

10 00

8 00

6 00

5 00

5 00

4 00

3 50

1 50

Any of the above sent to any address, upon receipt of price,

or C. O. D.

JOSEPH P. SHAW,
Rochester, N.Y.



Of every description known to the trade,

AT THE

m.u'wmm'^ mm^m.^m'^ ^mieM®,

Spring Backs, Self Binders, full gilt, - - - f1 80

Cloth, gilt, - - 1 25

Leather, plain, - - 1 50

" " " " " gilt, - - 2 00

Music Holders, with Handles, Leather backs, - - 1 00

Cloth, - - 75

" " " " Paper, - - - 60

Music Wrappers, Plain, each, - - - 60

Cloth, " - . - - 75

Leather, - - - - 1 00

All the above are very nicely gotten up, and are useful in pre-

serving and carrying Sheet Music to and from school.

Blank Music Books.
We keep a full line in stock of every kind of Blank Music

Books, for Bands, Orchestras, Singing Societies, and Choir

Purposes.

©l^AltK SWeiO ^A^Mm^
Of every kind in use, sold by the Sheet, Quire or Ream.

Music Folios sent by Express, C. O. J). Music Paper in small

quantities can be sent by mail.

Send all your orders direct to

fF&SMJRM ^. &M^W»
liocliester, IN'. Y.



PIANO PIECES.
Highly Recommended fob Peactice,

A flower for thee, (Mazourka Stryenne,) S, B. Mills. 73
Les couriers, (Caprice,) Theo. Ritter. 75
Poacher's sonof, (La Chant dii Bracconier) " 75
II Eialto, (Waltz,) Carlo Mora. 50
La Gertrude, " " 40
Marie Mazourka " 35
Silver Be 1 Waltz A. A. Hopkins. 35

Silver Veil Waltz J. M. Chadwick. 50
Sunny Movements, (Fantasie.) J.C.Oscar. 50
On the lake bv moonlight. (Fantasie,) ' 40
Sibelle. So beautiful. (Fantasie,) G. E. Poulton. 50
Flamingo, (A stray fancy.) " 60
Dundee Hymn, with brilliant variations " 60
Pond Lily Polka Ed Hoffman, 75
Beautiful girl of my dreams, (Transcription,) A. P. Wyman. 60
Mountain Stream Fantasie ' Sj^dney Smith. 75
Meet me at the lane, (Variations,) H. D. Wilkins. 50
Elegy on the death of Gottschalk Heimburger. 1.00

I was dreaming, darling Kathleen, (Transcription,).. .E. H. Sherwood. 75
La Fete, (March de BraVoure,) " 60
Little Dimple Chin, with variations Chadwick. 75
II Sogno. the Dream, (Piomauza,) Carl© Mora. 60
Tarn O'Shanter Grand Galop, (Illustrative,) Sherwood. 75
Mystic Bells Waltz '' 50
Homage to Bravery, (Marche Militaire,) Karl Metz. 75
Angels' Whisper, (Twilight Eeverie,) W. O. Brewster. CO
Taghanic Polka J. M. Chadwick. 60
Taghanic Mazoiirka " 60
Taghanic Waltz " 60
Taghanic March , " 60

The Taghanic Set have a splendid Lithographic Title in five

colors, representing the famous Taghanic Falls.

GRAND ORGAN PIECES-
Teansceibed and Aeeanged by S. N, Penfield.

Eomanza from E. Shumann's Sj'mphony in D minor 60
Andante from Beethoven's Sonata Pastorale 60
Andante from Haydn's Symphony in G. major 60

PIANO FORTE STUDIES.
Preparatory studies, op. 157 Louis Kohler. 75
Preliminary studies, op. 50, in 2 books, each 65
Czerney's Etudes de Velocity, op. 299, in 3 books, each v 75

" 50 Finishing Studies, op. 740, in 6 books, each 1 25
Tracy's New School of Technical Studies, in 2 books, each 75

Any of the above mailed free to any address, upon receipt

of marked prices in money or stamps. Address all orders to

eT. P. SHAW, Rochester, JSr.Y.



Glorious Picnics of all Seasons I

THE EXCURSION! ! !

1. . ,^#.. ...^ ^f

Any party of singers can enjoy a splendid Picnic at any

season of the year, at the expense of an

ADMIRING PUBLIC,

BY PEEPAEING

John M. Chadwick's New Cantata,

" THE EXCURSION," for a Concert. The words are brim-

full of pleasantry, and the music is

and easy of execution—in Three Parts, making an evening's

entertainment of two hours duration.

CONDUCTOPvS, TEACHERS and AMATEURS should

send for sample copies at once. Price, $1.25, postage free.

To Seminaries and teachers ordering a quantity, a discount of

30 per cent, from the above price will be made.

All orders promptly filled by the publisher,

JOSEPH P. SHAW,
40 and 42 Fitzhugh St,, Rochester, N.Y.







BOSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY

3 9999 04997 982 4



Boston Public Library

Central Library, Copley Square

Division of

Reference and Research Services

Music Department

The Date Due Card in the pocket indi-

cates the date on or before which this

book should be returned to the Library.

Please do not remove cards from this

pocket.






